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Armistice Ball
AND

BARN DANCE

Arcade—Friday, Nov. 11
AUS-PICES OF AMERICAN LEGION

PRIZE DANCES

NOVELTIES

PRIZES ON ADMISSION TICKETS

CIDER AND REFRESHMENTS
: : Music by

I

KIRK’S 7-PIECE ORCHESTRA
DANCING 8 TO 12.

ALL WELCOME

ALL NEXT WEEK
J. J. VAN Presents

Patent
Leather
Girls
MUSICAL COMEDY-17 PEOPLE

SPECIAL MATINEE SATURDAY for CHILDREN

O
N

OF

WOODEN BUILDINGS

FLOOD

Citizens Raise Purse of $50 For Finding of Milton Knight’s As Told By Mrs. Edwin R. Edwards, Who With Her Hus
Body At Chickawaukie Lake.
band, Rode Through Stricken Territory.,

City Council Disagreed As To
Their Location On Main
Street—Other Matters.

After two years of comparative
After having been in continuous that the shores of the lake will bp pa
Returning from a vacation trip into tween Troy and .Bennington. V t. Two qUjer and harmony the City Council
,
progress for five days dragging for trolled twice daily.
Canada Mr. and Mrs. Edwin R. Ed large bridges across the Hoosic River
were down, and we had to journey ! completely kicked over the apple cart
A group of citizens headed by
the body of Milton Knight at Chicka
wards
of
70
Cedar
street
found
them

at
its
final
business
session,
held
last
Mayor Carver has made up a purre of j
up-streairr many miles, wheire the
.».
.«. .«. .«. .«. .«.
°ll j waukie Lake has been abandoned, so $50 which will be given to the person selves suddenly entangled in the Ver waters were less troubled and the evening. Debate was sharp and be
•••
•«. far as the city authorities are con recovering the body.
came extremely personal on occasion
mont flood. Hew they extricated bridges secure.
•|We must consider that we were ••• I
Owners of flounder spears, or any themselves from a situation fraught
A few miles out of Bennington, on yet in spite of it a raft of business
cerned. The implements employed
— (bora for the good of the whole.— •••
other implements of that sort, and are
the Brattleboro road, we were forced was transacted at the long drawn-out
— Seneca.
. thus far are a flounder drag, a trawl,
with peril is here graphically told by
to turn hack. We crossed the bridge session.
.«. 1 a chain with hooks and the regular willing to loan them to the city, are
asked to notify Mayor Carver and Mrs. Edwards, who was formerly safely enough, but encountered a ter
•••
••• ••• ••• ••• •• ••• •••
•••
The official reports showed a well
grapples belonging to the Police De Marshal Webster. Local fish con Corinne Howard.
rible upheaval of roadway, boulders, behaved city proceeding under excel
♦ • • •
cerns have already volunteered to
logs and trees on the other side, and lent financial control and routine
ACTING POSTMASTER j partment. Five boats were engaged loan
dories, and if the body Is not
■Having spent the first three days of right in the midst was a touring car, matters included the erection of an
in the search Sunday, but to no avail,
recovered meantime another thorough our vacation trip in Quebec and Mon so badly smashed that we had to poke electric sign by L. E. Blackington,
H. C. Chatto Named For and it is felt that nothing is to be search will be made next Friday and treal, we decided to enter the States about the wreckage before we could j licenses for trucks operated hy Har
by a continuance of such Saturday with this equipment. Vol by way of Rouse's Point, N. Y., and really make out what lt was
vey Bros, and Bertie F. Smith the
Temporary Duty By the gained
methods.
unteers to man the boats are also spend a day in Burlington, Vt. 'We
Back in Bennington we had to go Elks sparring permits, and victuaiWlliile dragging has been suspended forked.
Bondsmen.
left Montreal Thursday forenoon and to our rodm by candle light, and the er’s licenses to Marie Morton, Fred
it does not mean that all efforts will
As a last resort dynamite will be in spite of the steady downpour of next morning, acting on the sugges M. Beggs and Tom Barzos, these at
Information was nocrived hero I cease. City Marshal "Webster states
rain we thoroughly enjoyed the ride, tion of the hotel clerk, drove four specified locations. These jurors were
yesterday that Henry C. Chatto will !
which for the most part was over miles out of the town, and there wit drawn for the January term: Edith
serve as acting postmaster of the
nicely paved roads. Neither of us nessed a spectacle that we won't for B. Strout, Edward J. Morey. Henry
STOLE INVALID’S BURIAL FUND
Rockland postofllce until the ap
had ever visited Burlington, and as get for a long, long time.
J. Keating. John M. Richardson,
pointment of a permanent postmas
my father had once lived there and
A tributary of the ■Connecticut river Clarence S. Beverage, Ralph M,
ter, which may be a matter of some
attended the High School. I had a had caused all sorts of damage. Choate and Lewis M. Rokes. Wil
months.
The appointment of Mr.
George Philbrook of Owl’s Head, took some money from the old man’s friendly interest in the place. And Buildings were floating around in the liam H. Thomas was appointed spe
Chatto is at the instigation of the who has been making his home with chest but only $30. Suspicion was so on we journeyed, utterly oblivious water and bumping into each other
cial police officer and the Central
bondsmen of the late Postmaster G.
Mr. Gove since he suffered a paraly directed to him by the report that of the fact that each mile traveled like so many boats left unfastened. Maine Power Co. was given the right
Herbert Blethen.
he had been spending money freely brought us that much nearer to the Automobiles were overturned, and a to locate poles across the city farm.
Mr. Cliatto entered the service in tic shock not long ago, went to his without any earning capacity.
regions that already were being en large section of railway was so flood
R. E. Thurston of the Thurston
1889 as a member of the letter car camp Sunday and found that some
Arrest has been deferred while the trapped by waters overflowing from ed that we could not see the tracks,
riers’ force. Oct. 1, 1909, he was body had robbed his sea chest of be sheriff's department checks up on ever-rising rivers and their tribu and 12 freight cars were bobbing Oil Co. presented a petition to carry
his wharf out 150 feet to the harbor
transferred to the clerical depart tween $200 and $300 which he had various phases of the story.
taries.
about. Everywhere were evidences of
line. The matter had been duly in
ment, and upon the resignation of kept there for burial expenses.
When the robbery was discovered
We crossed the Winooski River and tlie havoc wrought by the storm and
Oliver B. Lovejoy was made assist
The Sheriff’s department moved it was found that $21 had been left entered Burlington at noon and early rising waters. Yards and streets vestigated and the desired permis
ant postmaster April 1, 1917.
promptly ln the matter, and a young in the chest, probably not coveted, in the evening decided to drive as far were full of wreckage, cows, pigs and sion was granled. Ira W. Feeney
Acting Postmaster Chatto rates as man suspected in the case is said to but to prevent suspicion of robbery. as Montpelier, and so shorten our hens were struggling to get a dry petitioned for the right to store
an exceptionally capable official, with have confessed to Sheriff Harding
The residents of Owl’s Head are next day’s ride to Portland. It was foothold, and the water mains in the 300,000 gallons of gasoline on property
a thorough knowledge of every de and Deputy Sheriff Ludwick that he very indignant over the matter.
15 miles out of Burlington, in the lit streets were bursting forth huge adjoining Tillson avenue and because
of the nature of the surrounding
partment of ITnele Sam’s mail ser
tle settlement of Jonesville, that we streams of water.
vice, and as assistant postmaster has
Ail down through the Berkshires property and the amount of storage
received our first Inkling impend
VAUDEVILLE
AT
THE
PARK
been of inestimable value to every
TRIBUTE FROM YALE
destruction was manifest. In one a public hearing was ordered for 3
ing disaster.
Incoming postmaster. Affairs in the
place where the road Is built up on p m. Nov. 17, on the premises.
Vaudeville
will
prevail
at
the
Park
lower flat of the Federal' building
'Directly ahead of us in the dark the side of a hill large boulders and George A. Rrewster's claim for'loss
To
Late
G.
K.
Merrill
As
Sci

will be well served under his direc Theatre Friday, together with feature
ness appeared what at first seemed tons of gravel had been washed of a fiel<X of cabbages through negli
tion.
photoplays. There are five acts of
entist and Personal Friend. to be a huge puddle across the road, down, and we had difficulty in getting gence causing the overflow of a brook
The only avowed candidate for big time vaudeville—Walt and Betty
but as we ventured into the water we through. In Noith Adams, Mass., we was turned over to the cabbage com
postmaster is Edward R. Veazie, an j Burke in singing and dancing; Vern
Mrs. G. K. Merrill, whose late hus discovered that we were crossing a again saw buildings floating about in mittee and highway committee, Al
insurance broker, who is being given <fc Loftus Revue in dancing revue;
derman Duncan chairman.
band was a noted botanist, has re wooden bridge over a stream, and the streams and bumping together,
very strong support.
The excitement developed over the
• Williams & Havnes "Two Black
only the tops of the side railings were and we learned that the Mohawk
birds," in comedy singing, talking, ceived the following appreciative above the water. It was only a nar Trail would be inaccessible for some matter of the small wooden building
now standing on the lot adjoining
dancing; Francis 'Redding, dancing letter from Albert F. Hill of the Yale row stream and consequently we were j time,
• * • •
Strand Theatre. No permit has been
vloliniste; HolSen 4 Graham in nov University Osborn Botanical Labor out of the deepest part of the water
very quickly and onto the opposite
We were obliged to take the most issued for The structure which was
elty comedy shadowgraph and smoke atory:
■New Haven, Nov. 1.
side, but our car had gone in nearly roundabout way 'imaginable to get moved from Rockport to its present
pictures. These acts will positively
My Dear Mrs. Merrill;—The Cou- to the radiator top, and enough water out of the flooded area. Our course location and the opponents to its
appear on the stage.—adv.
riei -Gazette has just been delivered had leaked up through the flooring took us to Springfield, Worcester, issue felt that no wooden building of
Concord, Lowell and Lawrence be that nature should be permitted on
According to a Chicago astrono with its sad news of your husband's to wet our feet.
Just beyond was a small country fore we could get to New Hampshire, Main street. Entire good feeling was
mer, the sun is likely to explode at death. Although we knew, here in
any minute. We've felt for a month New Haven, of Mr. Merrill's illness, store, and men came running out to and even then we were confronted expressed toward B. F. Colcord who
or so that something was the matter we had not realized that it was of inform us that wc would have to turn with difficulties. In Springfield the owns the building and there was a
a serious nature and so were greatly back, as two miles below a large Connecticut river had risen to a great unanimous sentiment to give him per
with it.—Macon Telegraph.
shocked at the outcome. I wish to bridge over the Connecticut river had height and threatened even further mission to operate his restaurant in
extend to you my deepest sympathy been washed out, and there was no disaster. In tlie town of Maynard, any approved location. The ques
■for your great loss. During our col other way in which we could get to Mass, we were again obliged to take tion finally came to a Yea and Naylecting trips together at Deer Isle and Montpelier. We were not particular to the water, and thought how much vote with Aldprmen Flint, Duncan
Criehaven, and my all too infrequent ly impressed with having to drive more suitable a staunch dory would and Thurston favoring and Aldermen
■visits to Rankin street I had come back over the flooded bridge, but hav be than a motor car,
Richardson, Benner and Trainer op
to regard him not only as an eminent ing driven through once, we knew
'Having passed through Lowell and posing. Due to the absence of Al
scientist but as a good friend and we could in an emergency go through l^awrence with safety we decided to derman Andrews the casting vote fell
charming companion as well. His lt again.
drive on to Portsmouth and Portland, to Mayor Carver, the first time such
.keen interest in the out-of-doors and
and arrived in the latter city at 2 an occurrence has been noted. His
his 'boundless enthusiasm for his
We remained in Burlington over o'clock Sunday morning.
Honor was cautious in weighing the
work was an Inspiration to those of night, thinking it would be a simple
In the course of our Journeying facts and finally the matter was con
his botanical fellow-workers who matter to get cut of town on some from one town lo another we heard
figure houz
were fortunate enough to come into other highway the next morning, but stories of most unfortunate happen tinued upon request of Mr. Colcord.
Fitted Stove Wood, cord $13| half
much you have
At this point an alarm came in
close association with him. Great after having breakfast, learned to ings.
Several men had become
cord
$7.
Rutabaga
Turnips,
as will be the loss to his friends, our dismay that the Winooski bridge, drowned while doing rescue work, from Box 27 and the rather large
your
however, the loss to science will be over which we had driven the day be and the hotel clerk in Bennington audience departed just in time to
smooth and sweet, 95c bushel.
auiomohile,
far greater, for Mr. Merrill stood fore had been washed away, and that told of the rescuers having found a miss a lively three-cornered argu
Sugar Pumpkins 15c each. Squash
alone
in this country as the leading one horse and 14 cows had gone down man in a most lamentable condition. ment over the matter of da'mage
sensible
authority on lichens. Always modest with it. Burlington Is situated on a He was sitting in the seat of his car sustained by the Lime Company
214c lb.. Delivered reasonable no
io
iiwiih
and unassuming he was content to high and rather steep hili, and on with water up over his chin, and un through delay in the moving of the
tiee. Tel. 425-31.
remain in the background, but his that account was safe from the conscious from being in the water so Cassman building across the com
tracks.
negligence
being
work has held and will continue to flooded waters of the various rivers, long. Logs going down stream had pany's
] hold front rank and will place him but its electric power was cut off and broken through the glass of the car claimed. This discussion, too, was
insurance
i unreservedly as one of the most em- telegraphic facilities crippled.
windows and battered and bruised his finally continued for conference.
i inent lichenologists of the world.
Thjre were no main highways face terribly, and he had been taken
The prison crew which has been
Assuring you again of my heartfelt leading out of the city except those to a hospital for treatment.
Buy especially COLLISION IN
^sympathy and my personal sense of
In another place women and their working on the State road between
SURANCE, covering damage to
that crossed riet-rs or large streams,
loss, I remain,
Albert F. Hill
YOUR OWN CAR, Wc offer a
and we learned that every hridge had children were rescued with much dif West Rockport and South Hope the
OWL’S flEAD, MAINE
been washed out or condemned, and ficulty after their car had been past summer was withdrawn Sun
special coverage at a special low
It is as difficult to draw back a
day. In spite of unfavorable weath
133-138
the only possible way was to ferry washed over a hridge Into deep
rate. You do NOT have to deduct
er conditions nearly two miles of
bullet after discharging the gun as
across Lake Champlain to New York water. We were not eyewitnesses to
$50 or $100 from each and every
highway have been constructed in
it is to recall an unkind word.
State. Tjiis we did very easily and any of these unfortunate occurrences,
claim. This is something new.
the past four months. The work
the waters of the huge lake were as and so cannot vouch for them, but
we did see enough of disaster and de pauses at the foot of Bowiey hill,
smooth and unruffled as a mill pond.
and it is a pity that the season could
We landed at Fort Douglas, N. Y„ struction to believe that all reports
not have lasted long enough to put
and from there journeyed leisurely are authentic and that none of the
that In condition, as the short stretch
down through the Adirondacks to stories were exaggerated
there is the worst piece of road be
Glenns Falls and Troy. Just before
Perhaps had we known beforehand
tween Rockland and Union.
The
reaching Troy we found ourselves in what we were to encounter we would
crew numbered 52 men at the out
the same predicament as we had been not have chosen that part of New
set, but the force was gradually cut
in Vermont. The waters of the Hud England as an ideal place for a motor down by discharges, paroles etc.
son had risen so high as to make it trip, hut we came out of every pre
Eight men took French leave while
almost impossible to drive through dicament safely, and once back to the the work was in progress, two of
Ai
AGENTS
the water that had overflowed into | coast of Maine decided that we were them being returned to the institu
425
.5 MAIN * ST.
the road. It almost seemed as If we most fortunate in living near the tion and two being in custody else
- - —- -TEL
. 98
Dockland
, maine
would be washed right out into the Atlantic ocean, which as compared to where. The prison camp was locat
river, but we managed to get through, the troubled waters of the Inland ed on the Union fair grounds except
and encountered no further trouble rivers, seems to know how to behave while the fair was being held. Ma
until we were on the highway be- itself most admirably.
jor Ralph W. Brown has been in
charge of the crew. The State Prison
CARDINAL and BLUE
now has 191 inmates, the smallest
A CRACK DEGREE STAFF
number for a long time.
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Return

AUTO

!

From

Rose Hill Farm

ROCKLAND
Thursday, Nov. 10
Ticket* good in coachee only
Returning to reach starting point
by midnight of November 19

w

Maine

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD Central
133-134

FOR EVERY PURSE AND PURPOSE
No matter what you want to
—no matter for what purpose
need the car —we can show
one that will adequately fill the

pay
you
you
bill.

ARMTH
ITHOUT
EIGHT

Look at these Headliners

100% Wool

Dodge 1924 Coupe ..................... $375.03
Dodge 1924
Sedan ................ 400.00
Overland 1925 Truck .................. 260.00
Graham 1923 1'/a Ton Truck .... 475.00

Men’s Women’s Children’s

$13.50

$12.00

Announcing the

DISCONTINUANCE OF
FREIGHT SERVICE

between Rockland and Camden
after December 31, 1927

COATS

w

“B"

$10.00

With the closing down of the Rockport
plant of the Rockland & Rockport Lime
Co., freight business between Rockland
and Camden will be decreased to such an
extent that it will no longer be possible to
continue this service except at a consider
able loss.

Made by J. A. Brewster, Camden

DYER’S GARAGE

SOLD BY

ROCKLAND, ME.

54 PARK STREET

JACK BLACK
TEL. 699-M

ROCKLAND

NO ONE NEED DEPRIVE
Themeelves of Thie Service For
This Service Is To Meet Any
Financial Need

V. F. STUDLEY
Real Estate
CASH PAID FOR GOOD TRADES

Previously the Lime Co. has been respon
sible for over half of the business on this
line and has been the means of keeping this
service going, although conducted at prac
tically no profit.

Consequently with the withdrawal of this
business the Company feels obligated to
announce that it will be forced to discon
tinue freight service between these two
points after December 31.

z

ACCOUNTS DUE

Rockland, Thomaston and
Camden Railway

All accounts due the V. f”. Studley, Inc., furniture store
or due me personally, should be Paid At Once at the
old store.

V. F. STUDLEY CO.
Telephone 1080
r

GRAPHIC STORY

invested in

and

*

IS OFFERED

you

OSTON

>

A REWARD

Volume 82.................. Number 1 34.

THREE CENTS A COPY

Winter
Supply

$7.21

MAINE
CENTRAL

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, November 8, 1927.

Tuesday
Issue

Rockland
120-tf

Real Estate
Personal Property
Loans Privately
2—Offices—2
Office Hours: 9 A. M. to 5.30 P. M.
Lawful Rate of Interest

Central Maine Power Company System

Cambridge, Mass., Team Works the Third At UnionFifty Visitors In the Party.
Into the records of Union Lodge.
I. O. O. F. Saturday night was writ
ten one of the most Interesting chap
ters of that organization's history.
It dealt with the visit paid by 50
members of Dunster Lodge of Cam
bridge. Mass., which was brought
about through the instrumentality of
Miles L. F. Jones, who Is a native of
Union and degree master of the Cam
bridge team. The fact that Mr.
Jones has been away from his na
tive town 40 years has nowise les
sened his interest In It or loyalty
to it. Native Sons of Knox County
are not of the calibre which forgets.
Dunster Lodge was instituted Jan.
II, 1893, and now has a membership
of 372. Following was the makeup of
the degree staff which Saturday
night conferred the third upon Ray
mond Butler; N. G„ William Walton;
V. G„ Frank E. Hutchinson; C.,
Harry J. White: I. G„ Francis Legere; R. S. V. G„ Jesse E. Grant;
L. S. V. G„ Stanley Miller; chaplain.
Charles B. Watson; warden, William
S. Davidson; L. S. N. G., Donald 'W.
Black; R. S. N. G„ Harold C. Walker;
R. S. S„ William Eveler; L. S. S„
Edgecombe Morrell; H. P., Miles L.

F. Jones: P. G„ Howard M. 'Webber;
priest of the initiatory degree, Alfred
C. Battis; priest of the first degree,
William R. Hutchinson; priest of the
second degree, Charles J. Odenweller;
priest of the third degree, Frank C.
Currie.
■In ail there were about 140 visitors
at this meeting, and together with
the 40 members of the home lodge
present they were highly enthusias
tic over the splendid work of the
Cambridge degree team, especially
the ritualistic work. The staff In
troduced several new and Interesting
features, which added much to the
impressiveness of the work.
The Grand Ixidge was represent
ed by Deputy Grand Master J. E.
Odlorne of Cooper’s Mills, who made
remarks, together with several other
members.
Warren Lodge sent 27 members and
was high line in that respect. Knox
Lodge of Rockland was represented
by 19 members.
Union Ix'dge served a banquet at 6
o’clock, and the Ingredients thereof
reflected the ■culinary skill of the
Union Rebekahs.
Coming to Union the Cambridge
visitors left home at 6 a. m. and ar
rived at 3 p. m. They returned home
Sunday forenoon, and gave every
SHIP
evidence of having thoroughly en
E‘0N«5
US
joyed the visit. It is hoped they ap
For the quickest and most efficient preciated lt as much as the Union
service and beet results. TRY US. brethren did.
Reference Federal National Bank.
Quotations and tags on request.
A man is willing to be pushed to
W. F. WYMAN & CO.
the front but he doesn't want to be
4 Faneuil Hall Mkt,
Boston, Maes. shoved.

LIVE POULTRY

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry and
isten to some music at least once a week.
The loss of these tastea ia a loss of happi
ness.—Charles Darwin.

EXCELSIOR
The shades of night were falling fast.
Aa through an Alpine village passed
A youth, who bore, ’mid snow and Ice,
A banner with the strange device,
.Excelsior 1

His brow was sad : his eye beneath.
Flashed like a falchion from Its sheath.
And like a silver clarion rung
The accents of that unknown tongue.
Excelsior I
In happy homes he saw the light,
Of household fires gleam warm and bright;
Above, the spectral glaciers shone.
And from his lips escaped a groan.
Excelsior!

“Try not the Pass!” the old man said;
“Dark lowers the tempest overhead.
The roaring torrent Is deep and wide!’’
And loud that clarion voice replied.
Excelsior I
“Oh stay.” the maiden said, “and rest
Thy weary head upon this breast!”
A tear stood in his bright blue eye.
But still he answered, with a sigh,
Excelsior I
“Beware the pine-tree’s withered branch I
Beware the awful avalanche 1”
This was the peasant’s last Good-night.
A voice replied, far up the height.
Excelsior I

At break of day, as heavenward
The pious monks of Saint Bernard
Uttered the oft-repeated prayer,
A voice cried through the startled air.
Excelsior I
A traveler, by the faithful hound,
Half burled in the snow was found.
Still grasping in his hand of ice
That banner with the strange device,

Excelsior 1

There in the twilight cold and gray.
Lifeless, but beautiful, he lay.
And from the sky. serene and far,
A voice fell, like a falling star,
Excelsior!
-Henry Wadsworth LongfelloW!,

The Courier-Gazette

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November 8, 1927.

Page Two
TO THE INSURING PUBLIC OF KNOX COUNTY

BURPEE

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Three years have passed since I
ceme here, a complete stranger, and
Pmooally appeared Frank S. Lyddie. who
OB oath declares that he Is Pressman In the I wish to again record my apprecia
ofllee of The Courler-Gasette. and that of the tion of the confidence which has been
Issue of this paper of Nov.
182* there was
reposed in me by the insuring pub
printed a total of 6320 copies.
Before tue,
FRANK B. MILLER.
lic.
Noun Public.
It has been fifty eight years since
Th© young Hons do lack, and suf THE NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL
fer hunger: but they that seek the LIFE 1NSURANE COMPANY with
Lord shall not want any good thing. its unique low cost family and busi
—Psalm 34:10.
ness protection for Al male risks
only.
It never has and publishes to the
Armistice Day is assigned a» the
world that It never will extend in
occasion for the annual roll call of
surance without thonough medical
thc American Red Cross, wherein examination, thus protecting the in
occurs the countrywide canvass for terests of its vast body of policy ■
members. Recause Rockland has this holders.
The NORTHWESTERN has never i
matter covered by its Community succumbed to the lure of volume but I
Chest It Is excused participation in stands today is it has stood for the
this yearly autumnal campaign. We-seventy years of its history, for |
shall look to see the membership QUALITY Men who can qualify as
Al risks will do well to consult a
drive receive more than ordinary NORTHWESTERN
representative
response, following as it does the before placing insurance for family
great Mississippi floods of a little or business protection.
THE NORTHWESTERN has en- '
while ago and coming ir the very
joyed another record breaking year
m'dst of the appalling floods which
both locally and throughout the coun
a* this moment are afflicting a try.
laige section of New England. For
The past ten months have shown
it is heartening to think upon the the largest production ever in the
State of Maine for a corresponding
heroic work the Red Cross carried on
period being already well over the
and is still maintaining in the afflict two million mark.
The ROCKLAND DISTRICT has
ed regions of the south, and to know’
that it immediately responded to the made gains as large in proportion,
It gives me pleasure to introduce
cal’ from Vermont and with extra
CHARLES S. OROTTON of Glencove
ordinary promptness had in opera as a valuable addition to our agency
tion its machinery for succor and in Knox County.
While Mr. Grotton is. as yet. work
relief, it should be, and is, a source
ing part time only he gives promise
of pride to our people that through
of becoming a leader in our profes
the Knox County Branch they def sion.
As a man who knows before he
initely have part in these great cam
paigns of service which the Red speaks, he bases his assurance of
success upon his capacity for expert
Cross is constantly called to take and friendly service.
part ln. We may never be visited
LOUIS A. WALKER,
—adv.
District Agent.
by disaster—but who could have
dieamed of such a visitation as Ver
With the Anal preparations com
mont Is now suffering?—yet it is pleted,' indications are that the Meth
not the less comforting -to know that odist Fair whiah takes place tomor
should disaster of any sort be sud row will be a greater success than
denly sprung upon us, the whole heretofore. The doors open at 2
o'clock when all articles will be on
ptwer of the National Red Cross is sale. Supper will be served at 6,
available for our instant protection. the menu offering many tasty dishes.
Let us never be guilty of withhold These committees are in charge:
General chairman, Mrs. Ida Simmons
ing support from it.
(taking the place of Mrs. Thelma
Stanley); apron table, Mrs. Essie
What Governor Brewster told the Day; vegetables, cooked food and
Boston Chamber of Commerce about canned goods, Mrs. Lizzie Morton;
candy table, Mrs. Minnie Strout; chil
the need of a merchant marine sug
dren's table, Mrs. Myra McDonald;
gested that the governor has given doll table, Mrs. Louise Dolliver;
sLch consideration to the subject as room, Mrs. Sidney Brown; supper,!
equips him with views eminently fancy table, Mrs. Austin Smith; ice
scund. It Is absurd that this great cream, Mrs. Ida (Simmons; dining
Mrs. George Orcutt, assisted by M.s
country should submit to having its
Ella Lurvey, Mrs. Ivy Chatto, Mrs. t
TOMORROW we offer this 7-piece complete living room out
We include a three-piece living room suite covered in genuine
overseas business transacted under Margaret Philbrook and Mrs. Mary
fit for the low price of $149. Just look at the easy terms !
fctelgn flags. Tlhe governor puts Littlehale;
decorating
committee,!
Jacquard velours, consisting of large davenport, club chair and
into concise form the situation as Ralph U. Clark, Mrs. A. W. Gregory,! |
Imagine it—only $10 DOWN—Balance easy. Truly—the
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Young and Mrs
long viewed by the seaboard regions,
most wonde’rful complete living room outfit ever offered in the
Raymond Anderson.
fireside chair; Davenport table, Bridge Lamp and shade; End
when he says: "No American ships
city.
The furniture that goes to make this outfit was all
can survive in the foreign trade ex
The score of water colors on ex- |
bought at very advantageous purchases. Here’s real beautv
Table, and an attractive Meta, Smoker. The complete living
cept by mail subventions or indirect hihition in the windows of the Crie
Gift Shop are from the brush of that
and comfort for your living room, and at a price tliat you will
government aid in the price at which
talented Rockland artist Edwin L. !
room outfit supreme ... all for the low price of $ 149 tomorrow.
the boats are bought:” and his con Brown, and with two exceptions are
be glad to pay.
cluding words admirably sum up the the product of the past summer spent !
situation. "It is time," he declared, in the Boothbay region. They deal '
largely with the salt water environ- I
"that the American people formulat
CUT OFF—MAIL IN
ment natural to Boothbay, here and ;
Eurpee Furniture Cc.,
ed a constructive program that will there varied by woodland scenes in !
Rockland, Maine.
adequately deal with what is being engaging contrast. The chief variant !
Send us illustrations and prices of your com
increasingly recognized as a nation is a Spanish exterior painted with ■
warm colors in New Orleans. Mr. !
plete line of parlor suites.
al need. In progress toward the goal Brown has a good eye for subjects, ,
A Handsome Dresser
of a sufficient supply of ships it is and with freedom of treatment and 11
A real special. Walnut Dres
Name .........
historically appropriate that New leal sense of color values he imparts
ser with plate mirror. Large,
ROCKLAND — MAINE,
marked character to his pictures. It '
smooth running drawers.
England should take the lead."
Address
was interesting to learn that the not- I
ed artist Hart L. Woodcock, of Bel
The Courier-Gazette takes pride in fast and Nassau, dropping in upon j
the knowledge that its columns are tha exhibition yesterday, was great- ’
ly impressed by Mr. Brown's growth
caiefully scrutinized by readers in as a painter as shown by these pic- j
every part of the country. Such tures, which he praised with much '
though both still rank but a notch
imprisoned, escapes through the power
oversight calls for the closer care warmth. The exhibit will continue j
PRINCETON ALONE
below the Princeton pace-setters, on
AfflltV
of his quick wits and eventually finds
until
Friday
morning
and
should
ati
at the desks, that the quality of ac
the record books.
the girl. The two immediately fall
tract those who take pleasure in the j
curacy may be the more jealously work of a conscientious artist.
New York University's stock took
in love and danger and thrills follow Only Unbeaten and Untied
a swing upward with victory over
______________
guarded. An illustration: An article
each other in breathtaking suspense.
Major Football Team In Carnegie Tech aDd the Violet now
An outstandingly fair and compre
The picture is dramatic in the ex
upon ex-Presidents, appearing in
ranks in about tlie same class as
STRAND THEATRE
hensive
survey
of
the
prison
situa

treme
and
boasts
a
love
story
of
the East.
the Tuesday issue, contained this
Plttshurgjind W. and J.
tion at Thomaston was given to the
unusual
appeal.
—
adv.
Last chance today to see Dolores
paragraph;
Making a powerful bid tor highForty Club yesterday by Warden Costello In “The Heart of Maryland."
Princeton stands out as the only
scoring- honors despite a defeat three
During part of 1893, all of 1894. George A. Buker. He brought a new As the sweet New England heroine of
unbeaten
team
and
untied
major
EMPIRE THEATRE
weeks ago by Syracuse. Georgetown
1895, 1896 and part of 1897, there was idea entirely of prison discipline, “The Sea Beast." she brought a glow
no former President alive, if we ex prison morale and prison operation of golden beauty to the screen; as the
The feature picture for today is football teifm in the East. Beating heat Lafayette 27-2 and carried Its
cept Cleveland, finishing his second with the emphasis on the construc circus girl heroine of “The Third ■ No Place To Go," with Mary Astor back the challenge of Ohio State by total to i2»2 points with only. 21
term March 4, 1897, after having been tive side of the system. He told of Degree,” she thrilled you with the in and L’.oyd Hughes.
20 to 0 Saturday the Orange and scoied against it. Dartmouth, too.
President from 1885 to 1889.
thc successful operation of the tensity of her acting; as the luxuri
Not in many a day has a photo Black maintained a spotless record marched onward again, trampling
The penetrating eye of James E. Prison Welfare League but brought ous coquette of the court of Louis XV play contained more real human in of six victories with 145 points and over Brown which now has lost five
games in a row.
Rhodes of the Travelers Insurance out the fact that the administration in '(When a Man Loves.” she swept terest and comedy than "High School only 17 for its opponents.
of prison affairs is entirely in the you to ecstatic heights of colorful ro Hero," which will be shown Wednes
Of all the Eastern teams, large or
Penn's ambitious eleven, despite Its
Co. perceived tlie error embalmed in hands of the warden. The wholesome
mance. And now she will thrill you day and Thursday. This picture is a small, Tufts College. Medford, Mass., formidable schedule, now has won
Best Fast Color Bunting
this statement, which he corrects in and sensible attitude manifested and hold you in the romantic spell of fast moving comedy Alrama of the is the only otrfer team in the unbeat four of its first seven games, adding
a letter writtten from his Hartford throughout gave Warden Buker some her golden beauty as never before In modern American youth. It shows en and untied (ftiss. Tufts won its the latest at downtrodden Harvard's
60 adherents to his ideas of prison “The Heart of Maryland.”
3x5
$2.00
this great American Institution, the sixth victory at the expense of New expense.
office.
"Benjamin Harrison,” he
operation. The situation with re
The games of Saturday also em
Something quite new in the picture high school, as it is, full of clean life Hampshire by 39 to 0 Saturday.
writes, "left office in 1893 and died gards to prison finances and indus
4x6
When those two mighty giants and phasized the growing power of Yale
$2.25
line is the mystery eomedy-drama and fun. It revolves around the story
tries as well as the use of convict “The Monkey Talks,” which will be
in 1901."
of two boys who are rivals for the rivals, Pittsburgh and Washington- which overwhelmed Maryland, and
labor on the roads came in for lively shown Wednesday and Thursday.
5x8
Jefferson, locked horns in u score tae weakness of Columbia and Cor
$3.75
same girl and all of the intricacies
discussion at the open forum. Next
less tie Saturday they eliminated nell which both were tied by small
The energetic Mr. Tunney. whose week's speaker will be William S. The story is unusual in plot, treat involved in trying to 'jin the girl. each other from the select list, al college teams.
6x10
$5.50
ment and character development, and David Butler .the director, has made
gl'i of concentration upon the matter \\ bite speaking on "The Single Tax." is, in fact, a decided novelty and al
the story absolutely human, showing
In hand enables him on occasions to
together different from anything a keen understanding of the youth of
The social given in the High
accumulate a million dollars in a half School gym Saturday evening under filmed before. To say the least, the today. Sally Phipps gives a spirited
hour’s time, is not pleased with the thc auspices of the girls’ basketball idea of a talking monkey is unusual, performance as tlie flapper and Nick
but when this monkey also possesses
Rockland, Me.
motion pictures of his memorable en team was a very successful affair, at human intelligence the resulting sit Stuart and John Darrow give inter
esting portrayals as the rival hoy
tended
by
about
125
young
people.
counter with the late Mr. Dempsey.
uations are full of thrills, unexpected friends. David Rollins Is very con
Games and dancing occupied the
He "is sick- of seeing himself," he evening, with music furnished by scenes and laughter provoking mo vincing as the bashful scholar.
The other feature is "The Chinese
declares, as he sat on the floor in that Thomas Moulalson, violin; Albert ments. The story deals with the lives
and romances of a troup of circus
seventh round, with a woozy expres Dodge, piano; Frederick Hall, cornet, performers, including a talking mon Parrot" with Hobart Bosworth—aflv
sion on his countenance. Mr. Tunney and Clifford Ladd and Wesley Was key, with, the ever dainty Olive Bor
I believe that the members of the
Ir
r
gatt sharing honors on the drum,
You make a Real Saving on these Dependable Stand
v. ill be gratified to know that this lee eream and fancy cookies Were den in the steller role. Jacques dental "profession are the only men
Lerner
plays
the
part
of
the
monkey
ard Quality Boots made from fresh, live rubber which
who can tell a woman to open or
presentation of him is a moment of on sale The proceeds are to be di
that talks, and Incidentally he cre dose her mouth and get away with
vided between the girls’ basketball
weakness received such clrcum
will give complete satisfaction.
Thoroughly rein
ated
the
original
role
in
the
Paris
it—Chicago Daily News,
scribed reproduction in the picture team and the football team. Misses stage play.
Raymond Hitchcock,
forced, heavy red rubber sole and heel.
Saving regularly for a defi
Katherine Webber, Doris Coltart and
he uses of Maine as will not be likely Carol Flanagan were in charge, with star of u dozen Broadway successes,
nite purpose
to imperil his standing among his Miss Ivy Young, William Macomber is cast as Lorenzo, while Dan Aland Elmer Verrill, acting as chap vai do is in the role of Wick, the lover.
admirers here.
It
the
wisest
plan—it means suc
—adv.
erones.
cess.

CompleteLWin^Room Outfit/

Rockland, Maine. Nov. 8, 192'.

Seven Pieces Of Fine Furniture At A Real Saving

$149

$10 Down-Rest Weekly

I

BURPEE

(

FURNITURE CO.

I

A Sensational
Bargain!

PONT FAIL TO FLY A FLAG

Rubber Boots

ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.

Low Priced---Dependable

WE BUY

Tills year's display in Rockland's
apple show disclosed the progress
made by growers of this popular'
fruit in the counties of Knox and
Lincoln who have adopted the meth
ods of modern apple growing by
means of which the western regions
have come to command extensive
markets throughout the country. No
better apples are possible to be had
than these examples of Maine soil
and climate presented to admiring
eyes In this local exhibition. Fruit
of that character Is bound to take
high place ln the market, an Incen
tive for still greater extension of the
business among the farmers of this

Vicinity.

PARK THEATRE

REPUBLICAN CAUCUSES
WARD CAUCUSES
The Republicans of Rockland are hereby
notified to meet in Caucus in their several
ward rooms
WEDNESDAY. NOV. 9. 1927
At 7.30 O'Ciock P. M.
for the purpose of nominating in each ward
a full ticket of ward officers; to elect for
each ward a member of the city committee
for tlie ensuing year; and to transact such
other business as may legally come before
said Caucuses.
MAYORALTY CAUCUS
The Republicans of Rockland are hereby
notified to meet In Caucus at City Council
Room, Spring Street,
THURSDAY. NOV. 10. 1927
At 7.30 O'Ciock P. M.
for the purpose of nominating a candidate
for Mayor and to transact such other busi
ness as may legally come before said Caucus.
Per order,
REPUBLICAN CITY COMMITTEE
LUKE S. DAVIS, Chairman.
ALFRED CHAPMAN. Secretary.
Dated at Rockland, Nov. 1, 1027.

The feature picture for today is
Norma Talmadge in “Camille.”
Ramon Novarro in the role of an
adventurous Spanish don comes in
“The Road To Romance" Wednesday
and Thursday. The film is an elabo
rate picturization of Joseph Conrad’s
famous sea story, "The Road To Ro
mance.” and provides Novarro, in its
swashbuckling ihero, one of the most
colorful, fiery roles of his career. As
the courageous youth of an aristo
cratic family, he sails from Madrid
for Cuba to rescue his cousin, Seraflna, who is about to fall into the
hands of iXin Balthasar, a political
rogue. It is in the days when piracy
flourished upon the Caribbean and
the West Indies were a hotbed of
intrigue He is captured by pirates,

J^wfufs

Men’s Storm King,
Men’s Short,
All Sizes

Boys’ Storm King,
Sizes 3, 4, 5, 6

Youths’ Storm King,
Called For Within City Limits
Phone 226-M
AT HIGHEST MARKET
PRICES
Ship us your accumulation.
Consignments held seven days
and if our valuation is unsatis- »
factory, we return your furs
and PAY ALL EXPENSES.
ROCKLAND TALLOW CO.
Pear 456 Main St.
Rockland

Sizes 12, 13, 1,2

North
Nation.m
Bank

Form the habit
money with us.

of saving

youi*^

Open a Checking Account
And pay all your bills by check,
which is equivalent to a receipt.
73 YEARS OF SERVICE

Parcel Post Paid on Mail Orders.

DORMAN’S—440 Main Street
(Formerly Rockland Rubber Co.)

North National Bank
Rockland,

Main©

-very-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
'

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November 8, 1927
A seven-point buck waF shot on
Earl Conant’s farm in Hope Satur
day. Why go to the North Woods?

“ON MY SET”

YOU WILL BE TOLD

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Not. 7-11—five-day Institute of First Bap
tist Church.
The rummage sale conducted by
Nov. 7-13—American Educational Week.
.
...
Nov. 8—Progressive Literary Club meets
Woman s Association 0* the t.onwlth Mrs. Annie Slnunons.
, gregational Church Frid.iy netted
Nov. 8—North Waldoboro, Maple Grange about $70
annual fair.
Nov. 8—Annual meeting of the Bookland
Country Club
News has been received here of the
Nov. 9— Pair and sale at Methodist Church death of John Dwyer, a former Rock

vestry.

Nov. 9—(7.30 p. m.) Republican Ward
caucuses.
Nov. 9—Methodist Church fair in the
vestry.
Nov. 9—Jefferson poultry show.
Nov. 10—(7.30 p. m.)'Republican mayoralty
caucus In the City Council chamber.
Moy. 11—Armistice Day
.
Nov. 14—Democratic ward caucuses.
Nov. 16—Democratic mayoralty caucus.
Nov. 16—Universalist Fair, "A motor trip
through Maine.*'
Nov. 23—Annual levee and ball of Burpee
Hose Co. at Tlie Arcade.
Nov. 24—Methebesec Club meets with Mrs.
Matie Little, Broadway.
Nov. 24—Thanksgiving Day.
Dec. 5—Municipal election.
Dec. 21—First day of winter.
Dec. 25—Christinas Day.

Weather This Week
Weather outlook for the week in
North Atlantic States: Mostly fair
with temperature below normal first
half and considerable cloudiness
Middle of the week somewhat higher
temperature and a period of precip
itation. Mostly rain latter part.

Cheer «p folks ! Only seven more
weeks before the days begin to
lengthen.
The frame for David Rubenstein’s
new antique shop on the Tillson lawn
is being reared.
Miss Alma Nutt is taking a course
in beauty culture at the MaBelie
Beauty Shop.

E. C. Moran, Sr., was made happy
yesterday by receipt of a telegram
to the effect that his daughter, Mrs.
George L. True, and her family were
safe in Poultney, Vt. This Is in the
flood zone, and Mrs. True’s relatives
here have been much concerned.

Republicans are reminded that this
is caucus week, so far as thy are
concerned. Candidates for alderman
will be nominated In the ward
caucuses Wednesday night and •
candidate for mayor will be nomi
nated in the City Government rooms
Thursday night. All caucuses begin
at 7.30.
—
?»•
The supper to be servtffl at the
Legion hall Armistice night is for
members only and not a ptlblic sup
per. The menu will consftj. of lisb
chowder, pickles, crackers, dough
nuts. cheese and coffee, and a cor
dial invitation is extended to all the
members of the American Lefcion and
its Auxiliary.

The stores, generally, will close
----?
The girls’ basketball team of Rock
next Friday, which our readers do not
land
High
School
will
be
selected
need to be told, is Armistice Day.
from a squad of 40, which 4s receiv
The first of a series of games .be ing preliminary Instruction from
tween Rockland and- Belfast will be Miss Stevens and "Bill’ , Sullivan.
State championship aspirations are
bowled at the -Star alleys tonight.
•<
considerably dimmed this sefisun by
the fact that five stars hairtf passed
The Paramount News now at Park
Theatre Is showing pictures of the out of the picture.

Kennebec Bridge taken on Monday,
Oct. 31.
Republican ward caucuses tomor
row night.
Republican mayoralty
caucus Thursday night In the City
Government rooms.

Word comes that among the homes
ln the flooded district ln West Hart
ford, Conn., is that of Mr. and Mrs.
Volney Follett, formerly of Rockland.
The Chapin Class Is having a sup
per for members and guests at the
church parlors thi9 evening at 6
o’clock, with Mrs. Ella Crle acting
as chairman.

The Coast Guard boats which have
been transferred to the Gloucester
section base made their; getaway
Saturday, their departure • having
been postponed on account of the
stormy weather. In their trail are
left some regretful merchants and
lonesome lassies, to say nothing of
many friends who belonged In neither
class.
A Sunday School Institute is in
session at the First Baptist Church
for the remainder of the week. The
services begin at 7.15 and are open
to the general public. The speakers
are Dr. John W. Elliotf of Philadel
phia, Rev. J. Charles MacDonald of
Auburn, Rev. Harry Atkinson of
Amesbury, Mass., and Rev. F. H.
Knoiin of Waterville.

JSoaol

Hilliard
Spear of Warren
logged KWKH of Shreveport,
La. at 12.50 yeserday morning,
and says that "it rattled the win
dows, it came in so loud.”

The Globe newt service over
WEEI has been of inestimable
value while thc public has been
endeavoring to learn the facts
concerning New England's flood
disaster.
8
••• •••
In spite of the static I hrd good
results Saturday night, a com
paratively short session yield
ing me these stations: WTAM,
WGY, WOR, WCX, WEAF, WIP,
KYW, WMCA, WSAI, WGN,
WJZ, WEEI, WSEA, WMBB,
and WPG.
*•**•**•*
The comedians were busy Sat
urday night. I .heard one of them
telling about his sandwich dog,
so-called because it was halfbred.
Raymond
Hitchcock sprang
sorr.ie good ones. One was about
the boy who had been warned
by his mother not to eat any
more pie that night, because he
might burst. The boy was’iCvidently determined.
"Stand back mother and give
me the pie," said he,
"Henry Ford once asked me
what he could do with hit money,
to benefit humanity,” said Mr.
Hitchcock. “I told him to put
another spring under the back
seat.”
*•**•••••
Mrs. Thomas Whiffen, called
the “Grand Old Lady of the
American Stage,” who has been
before the footlights 65 years,
and is now in her 82d year, ap
peared before the microphone
Saturday night in the "Old Gold
on Broadway” program.
«•**••••>
Kenneth White engaged in a
little DX work Sunday night, and
logged WBAT
(Fort Worth,
Texas), WHO
(Des Moines,
Iowa) and WOC (Davenport,
Iowa.)
«•»*•*•••
It must be that Frank Gardner
operates under a special dispen
sation. Says he didn’t have >ny
static trouble Sunday night.

CpWMjnut
‘town,
cliuwz

Qcunx wtum

^cUbCOVCAAd.

tubist

wzitctt
CuXfc/t- Oek Ge>/

All indications point to success
for the Universalist annual fair
which will be given Nov. 16. The
several committees have accom
plished telling work during the sum
mer season and already have be
tween $700 and $800 on hand.
The Rockland Chamber o[ Com
merce held its annual meeting last
night and elected these officers;
President, Willis I. Ayer; first vice
president, H. P. Blodgett; second vice
president. L. B. Cook; treasurer,
Frank S. Rhodes. So well known Is
the new president that in the words
of Lhe average toastmaster "he needs
no introduction." He is one of the
city’s most successful merchants and
a Rockland .booster 24 hours a day.
Surrounded iby a capable board of
officials he will give an administration
that will be in keeping with the im
portant period for which he is to
The Forty Club’s annual show will
be given in Strand Theatre the even
ings of Dec. 5 and 6. Arthur F.
Lamb will be in his accustomed role
of director and these principals have
been announced: E. R. Veazie, C. A.
Rose. M. L. Marston, E. A. Munsey,
L. B. Cook, W. P. Conley, H. E.
Lamb, and L. N. Lawrence. In the
chorus will be W. C. Bird, H. W. Flfleld, Jr, J. W. Watts, W. H. Glendenning, R. H. Stratton, F. W.
Powers and W. H. Milligan. The
name of this year’s production wll'
be announced in 4he near future and
the scenery is now being painted. In
accordance with the annual custom
the beneficiary will be some deserv
ing local organization.
A pleasing feature of yesterdya's
meeting was a fine concert by the new
Orthophonic Vlctrola of the Maine
Music Co., chaperoned by James
Murphy.
_

$so

Reward

A genuine Orthophonic Victrola
in a newly designed brown mahog
any cabinet for only NINETYFIVE DOLLARS. Just the right
size for the small room or cozy
home, with that rich deep tone of
the full Orthophonic Victrola.

Come in and hear it or, better
■till, try one yourself in your own
home. Other stylet up to $600.00.

usicvJ

-m:
1X6

An auction party Is being given in
the G. A. R. hall this evening under
the auspices of the Sons of Veterans
*•**•*«•«
t f
Auxiliary with Mrs. Helen Paladlno
It was spitting snow when Mrs. G.
acting a s hostess.
The ether was heavily laden
T. Pettee came down from her home
with radio programs last night,
on Maverick street yesterday after
There will be a special meeting of noon, but she was carrying tp this
but the difficulty I had was try
the American Legion Auxiliary to office a good sized bouquet of sum*
ing to separate the stations or
night at 7 o’clock. Plans for the con mer flowers which she had picked in
to find anybody willing to an
ference and. installation to be held her garden that morning'. Mrs. Pettee
nounce the signal letters. Those
next week iwll be discussed.
which I identified were WEAF,
has the thrifty housekeeper’s love for
*
'
—
WJZ, WLW, WTAM, WGY;
posies, and every day the past sum
Th World Wide Guild of the Little mer has picked a bouquet of flowers.
WSAI, WBZ, WMCA, WPCH,
field Memorial Church will meet
WJR, WNAC, WCGU, WEEI,
Thursday afternoon at 4.30 In the
KDKA and WHN. One of these
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will
Kenyon apartment. Supper will be serve its regular circle shpirer at
(WCGU, Coney Island) was new
served at 5.30. Take scissors.
to my list Once more I am led
G. A. R. hall Thursday at 6 p. m.
to wonder if anybody else is hav
with Mrs. Riah Knight, Deima Mul
Mrs. Carl Snow left yesterday for len, Hattie Higgins and Elizabeth
ing as much trouble with WEEI
Dover-Foxcroft
and
Farmington Libby as housekeepers. In the eve
as I am.
where she is attending to work in ning the Corps will be inspected by
connection with the American Legion, Mrs. Maude Potter. The president,
A. C. Junes left Saturday morning
returning home the latter part of the Mrs. Winifred Butler requests all for llangeley where lie joined a party
week.
officers and members to be present on making a hunting trip in that sec
tion.
that night.
A cradle roll party will be held at
the church parlors of the First Bap
William E. Dornan & Son Inc., has
The Women’s Foreign Missionary
tist Church this afternoon at 2.30. been organized to buy at ^wholesale Society of the Methodist church will
with Mrs. Fred Carter in charge. and retail, sell and quarry ’ granite meet Thursday at 2.30 p. m. in the
All mothers with babies are cordially and marble for building purposes parlor. Members are requested to
invited to attend.
and cemetery memorials; capital study all questions in the October
stock. $7000; all common; nothing “Friend."
The Knox County Fish & Game As paid in; par value of shares. $100;
sociation meets in the American Le 70 shares subscribed: directors—
A union meeting of all missionary
gion rooms tomorrow night, and after Piesident. William E. Dornan of societies with the W. C. T. U. will
disposing of supper at 6.30 will attend East Union; treasurer, James L. take place with Mrs. F. S. Rhodes.
to a number of business matters. It Dorman; clerk, Ethel A. Dornan and 33 Talbot avenife, Friday at 2.30 All
Is possible that Commissioner Maxey H. Amelia Dornan of East Union.
are invited who are interested in
may ,be present. A six-reel film of
missions.
The N. A. Burpee Hose Co., which
Alaskan Adventures will be shown.
now runs with Chemical No. 2, is
The engagement is announced of
The scholastic averages for the making ready for its annual levee Miss Dorothy C. Cross, daughter of
month of October at Hebron "Acad and ball, which will be held in The Mr. and Mrs. I. Leslie Cross and
emy. just announced by Principal Arcade Wednesday night, Nov. 23. Percy G. Merrifield of Dorchester,
Hunt, show that 16 boys completed Twenty-five souvenirs will be given Mass. Miss Cross is teaching in
the month with an average of 90 or away and they are all very desirable. Saugus, Mass.
better, which is probably the largest Capt. Charles Staples, Lieut. Charles
number to attain this rank since He Nye and George Burton form the
This is Young Peoples' Week in
bron was converted into a boys' committee in charge of the event. A
Among
school exclusively. Emery Wooster prize w'altz will be one of the fea t'te Universalist Church.
the week’s activities are the social
of North Haven is Included in the tures.
and dance to be given tomorrow
fortunate list
President Frank H. Smith of the evening at the Copper Kettle. The
Lawrence Portland Cement Company church service next Sunday morning
is attending the annual meeting of will be conducted entirely by mem
the Portland Cement Association ln bers of the Y. P. C. U. The UniChicago this week and will then versalist troop of Boy Scouts will
spend a week or two in Battle Creek. n,eet in the vestry Thursday evening
He is keeping in close tauch with at 7 o’clock.
the development of the new plant In
Thomaston and is well pleased with
A series of particularly effective ad
the progress. He hopes to get to vertisements is being inaugurated
Rockland before Christmas, and today by W. H. Glover & Co. on
plans to make quite an extended stay home building. The ad in question
The sum of $50 will be paid to the after the plant is in operation.
Is on page six and the plans of the
person recovering the body of Milton
charming home depicted may be ob
Knight from Chickawaukie Lake.
Preparations have been completed tained at the Glover office together
JAMES F. CARVER.
by the special committee of Wifis- with estimates and building advice.
134*135
low-Holbrook Post for a record- All types and sizes of homes will
breaking Armistice Ball at the Ar be included in the series which will
..
'
.
cade Friday night. No effort is being rut: each Tuesday.
spared to assure the success of the
affair. The committee has secured
The regular evening service at the
Kirk’s 7-piece orchestra find many First Baptist Church Sunday was
of the old time pieces will 4>e in • in charge of the young people of the
terspersed with modern numbers.
church who acquitted themselves in
The decorations will reflect the barn- a creditable manner. A feature of
dance motifq and cider and refresh-.^ ser
wMe lhe r
ments will be served. Prize dance< ,.
the 14 delegates who attended the
the
novelties and prizes on the tickets
Christian Endeavor convention in
will be noted. Tickets miy he ob Woodfords recently The Rockland
tained at Chisholms or fiom memchurch had the largest delegation
hers of the committee.
present with the exception of Port

$95.00

Bouquets that are rare
At Universalist Fair.—adv.

NOTICE
R. V. F. A.
Members of the Rockland Veteran
Firemens Association are hereby
notified to be present'at their hall
on (Friday Evening, Nov. 11, for
the purpose of electing officers for
the ensuing year, listening to the
reports of the various con^nittces
and transacting such other busi
ness that may legally come before
said meeting.
G. W. Wheeler
C. M. Lawry,
President
Secretary
Rockland, Nov. 8. 1927. - .134-135
/*

!

Tuesday Health Talk No. 1,
By Blake B. Annis, D. C.

land resident, which took place in
Hyannis, Mass., Oct. 20.
Friends of Dr. Irville E. Luce will
be glad to learn that he Is on the
road to recovery after a serious ill
ness of about eight months. He Is
still confined to his bed but is show
ing a marked improvement.
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land, and was the only Knox County
church represented.
A box alarm from 27 called the
fire department to Snow’s shipyard
last evening where a lively blaze was
in. progress in the cabin of Socony 6.
a Standard Gil tanker which was
hauled out on the railway. Small
damage resulted though the firemen
were greatly handicapped by the*
dense smoke. Engine 2 was bothered
on the way down by a New Hampshire car containing three young men
which kept shooting from side to
side. The fire police are in search
of the machine. Just prior to the
box alarm, a telephone call sent one
engine to Lindsey street where tihe
automobile of Ensign Otis was slight,
ly damaged by lire.

In speaking of the ’’epidemic” of in
fantile paralysis -you will be told that
this disease is largely fatal, and that
the survivors are left with a paralytic
condition which is usually impossible
al relief.
I
That may be true, so far as con
cerns other methods of combating
this condition- It is not strictly true
of Chiropractic. We find that when
the spinal distortion brought about
by muscular constriction has been
eorreeied by Chiropractic spinal ad
justings, the pressure of nerves lead
ing to the affected limb is removed
and with restoration of the flow pf
vital energy over these nerves the
paralyzed condition, in most eases,
comes to an end.
By no means should Chiropractic
be overlooked in any endeavor to re
move or alleviate the effects of this
disease. Here is one ease adjusted
after a lapse of nine years.
"At the age of four my son Richard
was taken ill with infantile paralysis
which left his right arm absolutely
helpless and unmovable. That arm
has since been broken seven times in
accidents. During the last nine years
I have spent thousands of dollars in
the hope that some doctor would help
him. Recently I was advised by a
friend to see a chiropractor. He re
quired a promise that not less than
three adjustings each week would be
taken for three months before he
would take the case. It was shortly
after the 15th adjusting that Richard
first moved his arm slightly and since
then there has been so much Im
provement that I know that at last
1 have found the right way.”
(Signed),
Mrs. Edith V. Morrissey.
Chiropractic Research Bureau.
Statement No. 2276-J.
Your Appointment for health can
be made by telephoning 1163.
DR. RLAKE B. ANNIS,
7 Granite Street,
Rockland
Lady In attendance
Roses bloomed on Raymond Fo
garty's premises Sunday morning.
The first rehearsal of principals
and chorus for the Forty Club show
will be held In theh Thorndike Grill
tomorrow night.

White deep sand clams from
Spruce Head Island found their way
to the editorial desk yesterday,
product of the efforts of Charles H.
Nye who knows all the haunts of
the delicious bi-valves. He spends
much of his time digging for local
markets.
“Shot in self defence" was the ver
dict in the ease of the doe slaught
ered by John G. Snow in Dennlsvil'le
Thursday. The animal charged Mr.
Snow and witnesses claim it Ml
eventually because it was unable to
carry the weight of lead Mr. Snow
pumped into it. His companions
were L. B. Cook and Harold Coombs.

WinterFootwear
at

McLain Shoe Store
Children’s Overshoes

Youths’ Rubbers

4 buckle and patent
fasteners

$1.15

$2.25, $3.75

Youths’
Leather Tops

Boys’ Rubbers

Youths’ Overshoes

$3.50

$1.15, $1.25

Boys'
Leather Tops

Growing Girls’
Rubbers

$3.75

85c

Boys’ Overshoes

Growing Girls’ Overshoes
4 buckle and patent

4 buckle and patent
fastener

$2.50, $3.75
Growing Girls’
Oxfords

$3.75, $5.00

Children’s Leather Top
Rubbers or Larigans

$3.50

4 buckle and patent
fastener

Children’s Rubbers

fastener

$3.00

80c, 85c

$2.75, $3.25
LADIES’ RUBBERS

LADIES’ OVERSHOES
4 Buckle and Patent Fastener

85c, $1.00

$2.75, $3.25, $5.00

MEN’S BALL BAND
FELTS AND RUBBERS
AND HEAVY WORK OVERSHOES
MEN’S OVERSHOES

MEN’S RUBBERS

4 Buckle and Patent Fastener

$1.15, $1.50, $2.00

$3.25 to $5.50

For Dress or Heavy Work

8 different qualities

BALL BAND

MEN’S LEATHER TOPS

Guaranteed

$2.98, $3.48, $4.00

$6.00, $5.50

Very Special and Extra Quality
Be ready for the first snow storm by

If you want a warm rig for your feet

getting the kiddies and yourself fitted

while working outside, buy a pair of

The rumor that Miss Arlene New
out now.
bert had left the employ of CutlerCook Co. is without foundation. It
was occasioned by Miss Newbert's
enrollment in the night school of the
Rockland Commercial College, ^he
has headed the Cutler-Cook Co. sales
Ail Legionna.ves and other ex- staff for several years and the com
service men are urged not to forget mercial work is in connection with
the program for Armistice Day Fri the position.
day. Out of town Legionnaires are
invited to Join with the local/ Post
pipe broke on a Maine Central
on that day. The Knox County Fish gasoline section car between the
& Game Association will eat supper Warren station and Georges River
at the Legion hall Wednesday eve yesterday and the car—then pro
ning at 6 o'clock.i All Comrades who ceeding at about 25 miles an hour—
can are requested to help the ladies was soon aiblaze. The three occu proceed to Bangor in tow of the
serve.
Thursday evening after the pants leaped into the ditch, and one Somers N. Smith, and with the
regular business meeting a rehearsal of them—-Percy Miller of Bast Wal Sophia training alongside to keep
of the dedication exercises will be doboro struck on his face. He was the “booze” out of her.
held. All committees are requested taken home unconscious, but it is
to report at that meeting. "Armistice not understood that his condition is
A new building in Bogota and 15,000
Z
Day comes but oncf a year, let's have serious.
pesos for a library and furnishings
a real turnout," says Commander
The
Sunday
School
Institute were presented by the Government of
Perry.
opened very auspiciously at the First Colombia to the National Academy
Knox County, as usual, sent a big Baptist Church yesterday with 65 of Colombian History on the recent
delegation to the Maine-Bowdoin present from the city and county. occasion of the celebration of the
game in Orono Saturday. It wasn’t Thc institute will continue five twenty-fifth anniversary of the es
an especially happy occasion for the nights, Nov. 7-11, and is designed to tablishment of the institution. Many
loyal sons, of Bowdoin, for that team produce better trained Sunday school valuable contributions to the history
Four courses are being
was defeated 27 to 0, but it was a workers.
of the country have been made by
glorious day. and there was enough taught: The Pupil; Principles of the academy during the quarter of
diversity of play to make the con Teaching; Evangelism and Adult a century of its existence.
test an interesting one, regardless of Methods. All Christian workers of
partisanship. Among the stars was ths city and surrounding towns are
Of men completing the course in
"Mcse” Nanigan who played on the invited
carpentry at the David Rankin, Jr.,
Camden baseball team last year and
A big scow, laden with 275 cords School of Mechanical Trades, St.
who as captain and left end has
given valued service to the Univer of pulp wood which was being Louis, Mo., from 1911 to 1927, inclu
sity of Maine. One Knox County fan shipped to Bangor by Charles S. sive, 84 percent followed the trade
who never fails to see the Bowdoin - Hall, went onto a ledge near Cushing
Maine game, and who was conse Island at the mouth of Keag river of carpenter. Percentages In students
quently present Saturday was Dep yesterday. The Snow Marine Com of other trades were: Painting, 84
uty Sheriff Charles A. Cavanaugh pany sent down the Sophia and Mor per cent; plumbing and automobile,
of Rockport, who was all-Mai«e cen rison and the scow was grounded out each 85 per cent; machine shop, 81
leaking to about* half the capacity of per cent; steam engineering, 77 per
ter not so very many years ago.
the 8-inch pump. She will he brought cent; pattern making, 76 per cent;
Under the title “Beauty and Spirit” to this port and in due season will1 and electrician, 80 per cent.
have been gathered and published
140 poems by the late Beulah Syl
vester Oxton. Tflis gifted Rockland
woman, the beauty at whose life is
remembered by a wide circle of
friends who survive her, in these
poems gave expression to a character
noted for qualities which are indi
cated by the title of the volume. Her
love for nature and for the high
things in fife, show forth in her
verse, some of which is particularly
distinguished by loftiness of thought.
The Lewiston Journal Printshop has
made of It a handsome volume,
bound In blue cloth with gilt title,
a book that many readers of this
paper will be glad to own. It is
copyrighted by Mrs. Clara B. Emery,
a sister of Mrs. Oxton. Copies can
he had on sale at the bookstores.

Knit Gaiters and Heavy Work Rubbers.

McLAlN SHOE STORE

Walk-Over Sign

Rockland
BORN

CARD OF THANKS

Johnson—-Rockland, Not. 8, to Mr. and
W’e wish to thank the neighbors and friends
Mra. Herman E. Johnson, a sun, Willis Lin for their kindness during the Illness and death
wood.
of our aunt, Mrs. Cynthia E. Counce. and
those who sent flowers.
MARRIED
Bpear-Brasler—ThomaHttm, Nov. 6, by Rev.
J. W. Strout, Raymond M. Spear and Mias

DIED
Dwyer—Hyannis, Mass., Oct. 20, John
Dwyer, aged 70 yeara.
Counce—Thomaston, Oct. 30, Mra. Cynthia
E. Counce, aged 81 yea s, 8 days.
Lyford—Vinalhaven. Nov. 5, Or. Walter F.
Lyford, aged 51 yeara. Funeral Tuesday at
2 o’clock.
Boothby—Portland, Nov. 2, Frank M.
Boothfcy.
Sherman—Razorville, Nov. 3, Mrs. Martha
Luce Sherman.
Adams—Worcester, Maas, Nov. 7. Mary A.,
widow of Isaac Adams, aged 63 yeara, 1
month, 6 days. Funeral Tuesday at 2 o'clock
from 73 Camden street.
Watertiouse—North Reading, Mass., Nov. 4,
William E. Waterhouse, aged 60 yeara, 3
months, 1 day.
Gilchrest—N’ew York City, Nov. 7, Miss
Emma J. Gilchrest, formerly of St. George
Funeral Thursday forenoon at St. George
church.

cTrdIf thanks
We wish to thank all for their many acts
of kindness during the Illness and death of
our father.
Mra. Rose Halligan, Mrs. Lou Kalloch,
George Wood, Carrie Wood, Amanda Wood.

A Wonderful Surprise
And all the more welcome because
they are to beautifully arranged
in a handsome box. Candies of
all aorta and descriptions ere here
for you at attractive prices.
• « e e

Fresh Home Made Candies
Butter Crunch, Ib....................

75c

Nut Fudge, Ib..........................

39c

Wrapped Caramels, Ib. ........

59c

Chocolate Krinkles, Ib.........59c
Assorted Kieses, Ib.................

25c

Peanut Brittle, Ib....................

25c

sees

OTHER CANDIES

Come In And Look Them Over

There’s naught to compare
With Universalist Fair.—adv.
china closet.
TUTTLE CO.

Her Nieces and Nephews.

Doris O. Braaier.
Kennlston-Thurston—Rockland, Nov. 5, by
Rev. Mr. W'ebber of Union, Fred S. Kennlston
and.Mi&s Belle E. Thurston, both of Union.

1928 Whippets
Are Here!

ight
Price right.

Thomaston, Nov.

Apply HT’KTON
134-136

Imported Fruit Caramels......

BOe

Bunte Hard Candy .......... _....

50c

Peanut and Fruit Squares

49c

sees
: Alto : :

. EXHIBITION
EDWIN L. BROWN'S

WATER gOLORS
—AT—

CRIE’S GIFT SHOP
TFfcee Days
Beginning Tuesday, Nov. 8
133-134

E. O. PHILBROOK & SON
632 Main Street

Fosa, Durand, Cynthia Sweets,
Page & Shaw, Park A Tillferd
Candy in 1, 2 and 3 Ib. boxes

Rockland, Maine

Willys-Knight and Whippet
Sales and Service

134-135

NOOK’S
WEET
HOP
402 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAnO

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November 8, 1927
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MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
K»«t«f n standard Thne

THE BUSY GRANGERS

Drive
out the dampness

A significant index to the changing
conditions of rural transportation is
afforded in the fact that several State
Oranges have shifted the date of
their annual session from December
to October, and the present month is
to see a number of these large state
gatherings. The change is occasioned
by the fact that Grange members no
longer Journey to these state-wide
gatherings by train as formerly, but
drive their own cars and find road
and weather conditions so much
more favorable in the autumn than in
the winter that one by one the
changes in date in the different states
are being made
• • • •
State Grange Master James C.
Farmer of New Hampshire has been I
appointed to head the special com-i
mission appointed by the governor to
Investigate the advisability of a state
appropriation for a New Hampshire
building upon the grounds of the
Eastern States Exposition in Springfield. Mass. Following the example of
Massachusetts and Maine in erecting
state buildings for their exhibits at
Springfield, there is a considerable
sentiment among the farmers In New
Hampshire that the latter state shall
do the same, and the special commieslon is to report to the next leglsla- J
tlve session on the wisdom of the

Portable, Safe, Clean, Con
venient. Instant heat wherever and whenever you.

want it.
For best results use Socony
Kerosene.

PERFECTION
Oil Heaters
STANDARD OIL

Avoid
Poorly
Balanced
Breakfasts

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

A Little Review of the Past
Year’s Accomplishments.

Boston, *17.45 a. m., 12.20 p. tn., |2.30 p. m.,

1

r“;

b

7

.Bromwic"; 17.45 a.m., 12.20 p.m., $2.30 p.m..
I t6 25 p. tn.
Lewiston, 17.45 a.m., 12.20 p.m. |2.3O p. m..
New York, 12.20 p. m., 12710 p. m.
I Portland, t7.45 a. m.. 12.20 p.m., 12.30 p. m.,

13

IZ

H

ZM

I

■

ZO

.0 1
-J

31

l‘L

1

r 33

1

Waterville, |7.45 a. ra., |2.20 p. m., $2.30 p. m.»
t6.25 p. m.
Woolwich, t7.45 a. m , 12.20 p..m., 12.30 p. m.,
tfi.25 p. m.
t Daily, except Sunday.
8 Sunday only.

M

17

lip

—1

i
I?

L
L_, 34

L_

55

A Man of Rare
Profeuional Attainment

Sunday visiting relatives.
A H. Harris has bought a hound
dog to pursue rabbits with this winter.
Win Watt and Walter Barter of
Glenmere were business callers in
(his village Thursday, also Frank
I Harris.

1
I
|
I
I
|

Quaker Oats

THE LOWEST

PRICED SEDAN
in

"h

FARMER WOMAN
IN OKLAHOMA

J

55~

37

MT’

43

M4

■
50

44

41

40

4^

1

■

■

L

4b

h

5b

54

S3

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.
winter arrangement

(Subject to Change Without Not lea I
IN EFFECT OCT. 22, 1927
DAfbY. SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
VINALHAVEN, STONINGTON ANO SWAN’S
ISLAND LINE
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30 A. M.,
Stonington 6 30, North Haven 7.30, Vtnalhaven 8.30, due ta arrive at Rockland about
9.45.
Return—Leaves Rockland nt ISO P. M..
Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven at 3.45. Ston
ington at 5.00: due to arrive at Swan's Island
about 6.30 P. IL
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.

1

5tt

57
59

tf.

.

16.25 p.m.

i?

I

DOD6E-BROTHE-R5,INC.

4

IO

II

Mrs. Waterman has returned to her
is the more striking because there
home at Fall River. Mass, after vis
was not a single Grange or Grange
A GOOD HEN
iting her husband who is operating
member in the flood devastated dlsthe mill on the Clark lot.
! trict.
Mrs. Alice Lenfest is helping Mrs.
• • • •
Specialist Wilbur Says the
Start the day with Quaker Oats Ernest r\\lellman for a few days.
It has been decided that the 1928
Fred
Luce
of
Bristol
is
in
town
Head Is the Best Indica
—food that “stands by” you.
session of the New England confer
called here by the death of his sister
ence of Grange lecturers and rural
tion.
F you feel tired, hungry, "fidgety,” Mrs. Martha Sherman.
Miss Elizabeth Wheeler of Water- leaders shall be held in Vermont
Mrs. Bernice Esancv and Marion ville spent the weekend at her home 1 probably at the State University' Th
hours before lunch, don’t jump
"A hen's head is perhaps the best
to the conclusion of poor health. Mitchell were visiting friends here with her parents.
Burlington. This Is one of the largest
mirror of her physical constitution."
Thousands have unenergetic morn Wednesday.
rural
leadership
conferences
of
the
Charles
Watts
shot
a
nice
fox
last
Mrs. Emma Howard is moving her
ings because they start the day with
whole country each year and attend said O. M. Wilbur, extension poultry
4
furniture to the Lessner place on the week.
wrong breakfasts.
Orman Hopkins has had some nice ance frequently runs as high as 1,000 specialist of the College of Agricul
ridge
having
sold
her
home
at
RazorTo feel right, you must have a
Grange folks, all alert, energetic, ture. when ask.-d what should he the
concrete walks built at his place.
well-balanced, complete breakfast ville to George Finley of Togus.
rural people, seeking better things outstanding point to look for in the
Messrs.
Manfred
Humphrey.
Perley
ration. At most other meals—lunch
selection of old hens for breeders,
for the people of the open country.
Trask.
Elmer
Allen
and
Henry
Pat

and dinner—you get it But break
since the extension service and farm
SOUTH THOMASTON terson attended the meeting of the
fast is a hurried meal, often badly
A big state-wide field meeting in bureaus are strongly advocating the
Mrs. James Mitchell and children ; Council in
Rockland Friday evenchosen.
New Hampshire was featured by a saving of the best of the old hens for
who have been visiting her parents 1 jng
Thus Quaker Oats, containing Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Lester in Portland 1
milking contest participated in by use as breeders for next year.
16% protein, food’s great tissue returned to her home here for a short 1 .Mis. Elmer Allen and son Henry three staid and dignified past masters
‘A wide head with a short stout
builder, 65% carbohydrate, its great time before going to Portland for ■ -vith Miss Mabel Barter and Miss of the State Grange organization. No beak and free from dishing is charac
Beulah Richards motored to Lisbon
energy element, plus all-important the winter.
feature of the entire occasion attract teristic of a vigorous bird. These
Falls Sunday.
vitamines and the "bulk” that makes
ed so much interest and it was mar qualifications together witli those
Harold Coombs is a member of a
laxatives seldom needed, is the die party who have gone to the great
Wesley Mills lost a valuable pig velous to see how much these past of a good layer which is a late
tetic urge of the world today.
iasi week.
masters knew about milking cows inoulter, faded shanks and a thin,
woods deer hunting.
Don’t deny yourself the natural
Mrs. Robe t Robertson of Nan- ! Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hart of Elmore The quantity of lacteal fluid extract soft and pliable skin may be regarded
stimulation this rich food offers you. tucket arrived here Friday night un- called on D. H Wall Sunday,
ed by the tri-demonstration was not as a good basis on which to select old
Get Quaker Oats today. Grocer*
expectedly for a short visit with her j Ernest Rawley started on a gun- sufficient to glut the milk market for hens for breeders." Scores of poulhave two kinds: Quick Quaker, sisters. Mrs. Coombs. Mrs. Simmons, ning trip up in the northern Maine any considerable period.
trvnien in the State are cooperating
which cooks in
to 5 minutes, and Mrs. Alien and Mrs .Babb. Mrs. v ,ods .Monday, accompanied by Dr.
with the extension service by follow
• • • •
Quaker Oats.
Granges all over the state of ing a simple yet satisfactory breed
jCoumbs will motor back as far as Stratton of Rockland.
Boston with her Tuesday
( A large number attended the East- Massachusetts are passing strong ing plan, the object c* which is to in
Sumner Hopkins and Murray Hop- 1 e, n Star meeting Friday evening. A resolutions of approval of Governor crease the egg production of the
kins came here from Boston Saturday ' Halloween prograrfl was given and Alvan T. Fuller for his action In re pullets.
One of. the big problems which the
for the purpose of conveying their it was a great success. Those not fusing to commute the sentences of
the murderers, Sacco and Vanzetti, and poultrymen have to face is to secure
parents. Mr. and .Mrs. E. A. Hopkins. : attending missed a real treat,
young brother Randall and some
Clarence Thompson has traded scores of these resolutions, very satisfactory breeding cockerels. The
hqj.rtily expressed, have been for plan advocated by the extension serv
household goods to Boston for the'auto.-, with Rockland folks,
winter. They left here by automo- j Joseph Simmons and Frank Kers- warded to Governor Fuller—the lat ice provides a supply of breeding cock
blle and truck early Sunday morning, well are making some repairs on the ter a prominent member of the erels from their own flocks by the in
troduction of one or more pedigreed
Grange.
The family will be greatly missed church.
males according to the size of the
Maynard Gardner has his new
here this winter.
The Grange in Massachusetts has flock.
Rehearsals have begun for the two- house nearly boarded in.
These pedigreed birds are mated
diaries Coolbroth has been doing very nearly reached the 50.000 points
act comedy "Listen I-adles,” which
with the best of the old hens while
will be presented the evening of the cat penter work for Ezekiel Jones at in membership, for the first time in
its history, and It is expected that the best of the cockerels of the flock
annual Christmas sale of the church. Fort Clyde.
Mrs. Helen Fish has been having figure will be passed before the an are mated witli the selected pullets
Nov. 25.
to get the birds fpr the commercial
Next Friday night the card party some work done on her house the nual state convention is held at Bos flock. The first pen is primarily to
ton in December. There are more
for the benefit of tlie schools will be past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Rawley and than 300 subordinate Grange units in get better breeding stock and the
held at Wessaweskeag Inn. That is
and MTs. Elmer Allen and son Massachusetts and the organization second pen of cockerels and pullets
an ideal place lor a card party with M
to furnish the commercial or laying
i its commodious rooms and large sun Hi nry motored tq Orono Saturday to in that state is in very active con stock for the following year.
porch. Prizes will be given at each see the Maine-Boovdoln football dition. Like prosperity for this farm
In
selecting
pedigreed
males
fraternity is reported from nearly
table and coffeo. doughnuts, cake and ! game.
poultrymen are warned to be sure to
Frank Morris has been working every state.
cocoa will be oft stile. It is hoped for ;
get information about the size and
• • • •
a large attendance to swell the nec | for J. A. Fuller stoning up a well
A tendency to extend the Grange color of the eggs laid by the mother
essary fund for improvements on the ar.d doing other things the past week.
Frank Brown has been doing sev movement of the country southward and about the fertility and hatchaprimary school building and every
bility of her eggs as well as the num
one is assured of their money's worth eral jobs at Long Cove recently. He ts seen in organization work now in ber of eggs laid. The size and type
has just completed a foundation Job progress in both North Carolina and
of good time.
for Mrs. Blanch Flowers.
South Carolina, following the insti of parents of pedigreed males is also
Mr. and .Mrs. C. E. Wheeler and A. tuting of several Granges this season rather important information to have
J Rawley attended the Maine-Bow- in Virginia and Kentucky. In South if one is to build a high laying strain.
The details concerning this breed
doin game at Orono Saturday.
Carolina the field Is considered ex
ceptionally promising, while the de ing plan are fully described in the
mand grows stronger for Granges in extension circular number 90, copies
VINALHAVEN
of which may be secured either from
K. S. Hutchins and F. A. Fisher of both Florida and Texas, with tha the county agent at the local farm
likelihood
of
a
start
'being
made
in
Kennebunkport were in town last
bureau office, or from the Extension
week, making the return trip in Mr. both before the end of another year.
Service,
College
of
Agriculture,
Hutchins 26-foot launch Ju»t com
Orono.
For
the
fiscal
year
ending
June
1
pleted at the Gregory shop.
Mrs. E. S. Roberts returned Thurs the Grange store at Houlton. Maine,
A building for class room practice
did a gross business of 4482.742 64.
day from Rockland.
in connection with its school of edu
made
a
net
profit
of
$22,781.41.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Aiiston Roberts and
cation will be erected by the Uni
daughter Edith are spending a few on the entire year’s transactions had versity of Pennsylvania at an ex
days in Dresden Mills and Augusta to charge off only $856.89 as
pense of $1,500,090.
Miss Luda Johnson was in Rock- debts" or even doubtful accounts.
1: nd Wednesday to visit her father
MORE GRAHAM TRUCKS
A. G. Johnson who is at Knox Hos
pital.
At the regular meeting of Pleas Increased Sales Volume Indicates
Good Business Over the Country
ant River Grange Wednesday night
America loves speed and here is her
a shower party was given the new
Greater 'business activity through
fastest Four.
ly-wed members. Mr. and Mrs. Percy
out the country is indicated by the
Whittington. 'Supper was served.
America loves luxury and here is her
Mrs. Reuben Carver entertained present record demand for motor
finest Four.
the Washington Club at her home trucks shown in the reports of Praises Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Graham Brothers. the truck divi
Sa Hit day evening.
Compound Because It Gave Her
America, when she starts, likes to start
Emery Ladd has bought the Doan sion of Dodge Brothers, Inc. For the
Health and Strength
two
weeks
ended
October
22nd,
2969
place on East Boston street.
like a rocket and here is a car that asks
I»r. F. F. Brown of Rockland was Graham Brothers trucks were shipped
In
a
sunny
pasture in Oklahoma,
but 7 seconds, through gears, to register
to dealers on customers’ orders. Tills
in town Thursday.
a herd of sleek cows was grazing.
is
the
largest
two-week
period
for
25 miles per hour.
Miss Leah Arey was in Rockland
They made a
Graham Brothers this year. While
Wednesday.
pretty picture.
production
at
Graham
Brothers
Above all, America admires smartness,
But the thin
Mrs. W. Y. IPossett entertiained
plants
in
Detroit.
Evansville,
Stockwoman in tho
friends at her home last Tuesday at I
when value is not sacrificed to achieve
ton
and
Toronto
has
been
stepped
blue checked
supper and a radio concert.
it, and here style and stamina bid
up
several
times
in
the
last
two
apron sighed as
A dressed doll, with her extensive
she looked at
equally for your faith and favor.
wardrobe may he seen in the window months, orders have kept pace and
those
now
on
hand
total
more
than
them. She was
of the Electric Light Company. It
2.500.
Graham
Brothers'
complete
tired of cows,
Asturdy car,commodious yet compact,
i
to be disposed of on Armistice
line
of
trucks,
augmented
by
the
tired of her tedi
Day. by the American Legion. Take
built from bumper to bumper the
new
%-ton
panel
delivery
car.
just
ous work in the
a peep at the up-to-date clothes.
good Dodge way.
announced,
has
never
before
proven
dairy. She was
Mrs. Mary L. Arey visited in
tired of cooking
so
universally popular, Graham
Rockland Thursday.
4-DOOR SEDAN
for a houseful of
Mr. and .Mrs. William Kossuth Brothers' statement points out. and
boarders, besides caring for her
v ere in Rockland Wednesday, called as the present general business ac own family. The burdens of life
there by the illness of their daughter tivity gathers momentum, new rec seemed too heavy for her failing
\r.ena. who is a student-nurse at ords are predicted.—adv.
health. She had lost confidence in
Knox Hospital.
herself.
THE NATIONAL GRANGE
Mrs. Sidney Winslow and Mrs.
One day she began taking Lydia
Vernard Mossman returned Wednes
Without doubt the session of the E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
day from Rockland.
and her general health began to im
Joseph Tyler of Bangor arrived National Orange which will convene prove. She took it faithfully. Now
in Cleveland, Nov. 16. will he the she can do her work without any
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Lane and largest gathering of artual farm peo trouble, sleeps well and is no longer
Mrs. Florence McNichol returned ple ever brought together in the blue and tired.
United States for a convention, and
This woman, *fors. Cora Short, R.
Tuesday from Rockiand|
I.Q.B. Dtlnit—Tull Pntftrj Etnipnunt
Thursday Dick Mills and Harry the fact that it will last ten days, R. 9. Box 387, Oklahoma City, Okla.,
that many of the big, public questions writes: “Everybody now says: 'Mrs.
Snow came from Rumford Falls.
Mrs. Ethelyn Trefrey returned of the hour will be earnestly dis Short, what are you doing to your
DYER’S GARAGE, INC,
cussed, and that such action as the self?’ I weigh 135 and my weight
Thursday from Boston.
Sam Cohen was in the city Thurs National Grange takes is reflected before I took it wai 115. I have
Rockland, Maine
54 Park Street
through 8.000 subordinate branches taken seven bottles of the Vegetable
day.
TELEPHONE 124
Miss Gwendoline Green has been in more than 30 states makes the Compound.”
Are you on the Sunlit Road to
in Detroit the past week called there coming Grange convention a gather
Better Health?
ing of outstanding interest,
li> tlie death of her grandmother,

HISTORY
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The originator of Dr. Pierce’s
Golden Medical Discovery was the
late Ray V. Pierce, M.D. At first he
practised medicine in Western Penn
sylvania and his unusual ability and
success were soon recognized there,
then he moved to Buffalo, N. Y., and
established the World’s Dispensary
where his famous home remedies
have ever since been made.
CO. OF NEW YORK ♦ 26 Broadway
Each succeeding year the sale of
Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discov
ery has been greatly increased. Evldently people appreciate the fact
that it increases the appetite, stimuRAZORVILL.E
TENANT’S HARBOR
Jates the digestion, helps to enrich
Mrs. Flora Jones is visiting her
The main sireet in this village has move.
I the blood, clears the skin of erupdaughter in Augusta.
been given a coat of gravel which
• • • •
| tions and blemishes, and makes both
Mrs. Edith Overlock spent the was much needed.
j More
than
1,000
subordinate men and women feel as they did
weekend at the village and a*tended
Allan Falla has bought the Grace (Granges located in all parts of the when they were young. It contains
church Sunday.
Rivers property and has been making country have contributed money for no harmful ingredient.
Friend.; of M. < Martha Luce Sher ■ some repairs on the same.
Ask your nearest druggist for Doc*
the relief of the flood sufferers in the
man are saddened to hear o* her
Mrs. George Pease has returned lower Mississippi Valley. In numer tor Pierce’s Golden Medical Discov
death at Camden, funeral at W. O.
from Portland where she has been ous cases Granges staged a public ery, in tablet or liquid form, or send
Luce’s Thursday afternoon.
entertainment and sent the entire pro 10 cents for a trial package of tab
with a sick brother.
Edmund Prescott is plastering fm
ceeds of same to the flood sufferers. lets to Dr. Pierce’s Clinic, in Buf
John
Morris
Jr.,
was
in
Rockland
Winfield Savage.
This expression of the Grange spirit falo, N. Y.

DODGE
BROTHERS

Trains Lcavi Rockland row

Augusta, 17.45 a. m., 12.20 fc. at., |2.30 p. m.,
Bangor *17.45 a. m., 12 20 p. m., |2.30 p. m..
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HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
45-Mother-of-pearl
1-ln a high degree
47-A food flah
3-Falter
49-A cape, N. E.
B-Walatcoat
Massachusetts
10- Any sphere of
51- No (Scot.)
contest
11- A Swlsa river
• 52- Because
63-Marked with stripes
13-And not
55-Frequent or usual
15-A trustworthy
67-Over (poet.)
person
58- Hebrew (abbr.)
17-To caper playfully
59- An Old World lizard
19- Suffix denoting a
62- Flnlahed
native
20- Potteative pronoun 63- Wide
64- A long extravagant
22- To bind
story
23- To be compassionate
25-S. W. State
27-Anythlng new or
VERTICAL
strange
1- An outlet of any
30- Article
kind
31- Eagle
2- Frothy
32- To oscillate
3- Shrewd
84- lnterjectlon
4- Prefix. Form of
85- Slcknea* In tha
"ad"
stomach
5- Apex
36-A sideboard
6- A half em
87-lnto
7- Reverberated
38-To pinch lightly
8- Small noxious
40- A tree
animals
41-Topographlcal
•-Until
engineer (abbr.)
12-Conaumed
42-One of the
Philippine Islands 14-One of the grains

1^31

VERTICAL (Cont.)
16-Out (8. Afr. Dutoh)
18-An insect
20- A chicken
21- Unhealad
28-Sudden,
overpowering fear
24- Sllly
25- Rotlnue
26- Black
28- Sharpens
29— Satiates
31-Even (sontr.)
33-indle-rubber
39- An Arcadian
woedland spirit
40- Before
45- To Interdict
44-Rulned
46- A seaport In Peru
47- A seaport, W. ooaat
of India
48- Part of the body
60-Born (French)
62- Advereary
63- Poet
54-Yellowlsh-grey
color
55- A lake In the
Sudan, C. Africa
56- A substantive
60- Graln (abbr.)
61- Mother

GUARDIAN MEMORIALS
Lucrtariing 3eaufy
(ArgUrrerd Tlie Htetl

W. E. Dornan & Son
East Union, Me.
Doalero in—
Also Scotch, Quincy, Westerly

and Maine Gray Granites, Ver
mont Marbles.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

crery grave.'

DONT ASK US
ASK ANYONE !

DOWNYFLAKE

SUGGESTIONS FOR SOLVING CROSS-WORD PUZZLES
Start out by filling in the words of which you feel reasonably sure.
These will give you a clue to other words crossing them, and they in turn
to atill others. A letter belongs in each white space, words starting at the
numbered squares and running either horizontally or vertically or both.
Pre'"-”’
I.

EAST UNION
The Halloween entertainment and
social given Oct. 31 by Miss Hawes
and the pupils was a pleasant and
enjoyable occasion. The hall was
gaily decorated in keeping with the
Halloween season and looked very
attractive in its colors of orange and
black. The following program was
given:

UUUIiifcH
aa aaaa
□
a
aata

Doughnuts Are Best

TRAINER’S
□antiR

Foot of Spring St.

Rockland

30-tt

aasn
□UH

H. M. de ROCHEMONT

HH0U

PLUMBING, HEATING

Halloween Greeting................... Marjorie Da via
Who's Afraid............................. William Kearly
History of Halloween, reading ... Ethel Davis
Watch Your Step .. First and Second Grades
A Safe I’lan ............................. Shirley Morton
Jack Frost ............................... Woodrow Gould
A Jolly Halloween, exercise .........................
....................................... Nine Small Children
Origin of the Jack O’ Lantern, Dorothy Morton
Song ....................................................... Six Girla
Halloween ....................................... Hope Brown
A Pumpkin's Laugh ..................... Donald Hilt
STATE OF MAINE
A Little Elf ..................................... Susie Brann County of Knox.
Jack O’ Lantern in the Ring, (lame by School
To the Honorable Justice of the- Supreme
October's Party ....................... Dorothy Morton Judicial Cou-t, next to toe held at Rockland,
The Jack O’ Lantern Moon .... John Dornan within and for said county, on the second
October ............................................. Ethel Davis Tuesday of January A. D. 1938.
Good Night............................... Song toy School
Leon L. Haupt of Thomaston, in the
At the close of the exercises, all County of Knox and State of Maine, husband
of Lena E. Haupt, respectfully represents that
sorts of Halloween games and stunts he was lawfully married to the said Lena E.
were performed by the little folks and Haupt at Stonington on the twenty-fourth
the grown ups as well entered into day of June. A. D. 19^»3: that they iked
together as husband and wife at Thomaston
the merriment. The Halloween spirit n said County of Knox from the time of
was certainly in evidence and the their said marriage until the twenty-fourth day
affair proved a success for which of May A. D.. 1JT36 ; that your libelant has
conducted himself towards his said
much praise is due both teacher and always
wife as a faithful, true and affectionate
pupils. Mr. and Mrs. Rowe were husband, that the said Lena E. Haupt has
been guilty of cruel and abusive treatment
welcome guests.
your said libelant, and further that
The last regular meeting of Pio towards
the said Lena E. Haupt has been guilty of
neer Grange was young people’s adultery; that the residence of the said Lena
night and an enjoyable evening was E. Haupt ’Is unknown to your libelant and
not be ascertained by reasonable dili
passed. The officers’ chairs were can
gence: that there Us no collusion between
filled by the young folks and an inter your libelant and the said Lena E. Haupt to
esting program presented by the lec obtain a divorce, wherefore he prays that a
may be decreed between him and the
turer. Mrs. Helen Gordon. A guess divorce
said Lena E. Haupt for the cause above set
box was a feature of the evening. forth, and that he may have the custody of
Clarence Davis guessing the contents his minor child, Madeline aged two and on®
half years.

106 Plea,ant St.
Rockland
Telephone 244-W

Telephone Directory
Call 170

People’s Laundry
17 Limerock 8treet
We do all kinds of Laundry
Work. Family Waahing a
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough
Dry.
Finish Flat Work.
Shirts, Collars.
Telephone Cennootlon

Gilchrest
Monumental Work*
Main 8troot
Thomaston. Maine
ARTI8TIC MEMORIALS

Dr. George H. Ingraham
Osteopathic Physician

of the box won the prize. Jack o’ lan
Graduate of Kirksville School of
LEON L. HAVPT.
tern, which when lighted filled an at
Osteopathy
October 24, 1927.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
tractive corner. Refreshments were
By Appointment Only Tol. 323
twenty
fourth
day
of
October.
A.
D.
1927.
served by Helen Gordon, Nellie
(L. 8.)
38 Summer 8treet
Rocklan
Brooks, Ella Livingstone and Walton
WALTER H. BUTLER.
129-tf
Davis.
Notary Public.
(Neal)

SOUTH SOMERVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Hewett and
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Hewett and son
W. B. Hewett Jr., were aupper guests
of Ernest Hewett in Augusta last
week.
Trinity Union met at South Som
erville Sunday with a fair attend
ance. Two sermons were enjoyed
by tlie people. Mrs. Pullen of Au
gusta and Mrs. Jones of South China
were the speakers.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Bartlett and
Mrs Susan Allard attended church
at Coopers Mills Sunday evening.
A large company of people gath
ered at S. L. Bartlett's Saturday
evening for a husking. Refreshments
were served and a general good time
enjoyed'

STATE OF MAINE

DR. E. B. HOWARD

Knox, ss.
Clerk’s Office, Supreme Judicial Court,
Dentist
in Vacation
Dental X-Ray and Diagnosis
Rockland. October 25, A. D. 1927.
Upon tho foregoing Libel. Ordered, That the
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 to 5
Libellant give notice to said Lena E. Haupt
OPEN EVENINGS
to apiiear before our Supreme Judicial Court,
BY APPOINTMENT
to be holden at Rockland, within and for the
County of Knox, on the second Tuesday of
Tol. 1020
January A. D. 1928, by publishing an at- 407 MAIN ST.
ROCKLANI
tested copy of said Libel, and till, order
119-tf
thereon, three weeks successively in Tlie
( ourle-Mtazetle a newspaper printed In finrkland In our County of Knott, the last publi
cation to be thirty days at least prior to said
second Tuesday of January, next, that she
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)
may there and then In our said court appear
and show cause, if any she have, why tlie
Osteopattyc Physician
prayer of said Libellant should not be
granted.
By Appointment Only—Tel. 136
WARREN C. PHILBROOK.
Rockland
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court 35 Limerock St.
(L. S.l
Graduate of American School of
A true copy of the Libel and Order of the
Court thereon.
/
Osteopathy
Atttst:
MILTON M. CRIFFtN,Clerk.
130-131-134

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson

BURKETTVILLE
George Miller is improving from
his recent illness.
The hunters have returned each
bringing a fine deer.
Airs. Ella Linscott and daughter
Ma were home over the weekend.
Mrs. Mary Turner has returned
fiom a visit in Benton.
Mrs. Chrystal Porter has been vis
iting Mrs. Frank Hatch.
Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Linscott
were visitors in town last Wednes
day.

SPRUCE HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Waldron, son
Harold and daughter Mildred spent
Sunday at Mrs. Waldron’s old home
in Veazie and at Mr. Waldron’s old
home in Frankfort. The trip was
made in Harold’s Oldsmobile.
Some day an exasperated pedes
trian is going to wrap himself in
barbed-wire and give some motorist
the surprise of his life.—Philadelphia
Imjuirev,

FRED S. MARCH

Cemetery Memorials
PARK ST.

ROCKLAND

Dentist
400 Main St.
Rockland
Opp, Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339-M
Office Hours—9 to 12—1 to 5
Evenings 'by Appointment

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
office Hours: 1 to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M.

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm has
faithfully served th* faml.
lioa of Knox County.
Lady Attendant
Tai. Day 450; Night, 781-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
*

ROCKLAND, ME.

Residence until 9 A. M., and by

Appointment.

Telephone 184

THOMASTON, ME.

C. S. ROBERTS
,

Attorney
Announces opening of offibo in

Odd Fallowe Block, Opp. Poatoffice
Tel. 470
Room 5-6-7

26-tf

Every-Other-Day

rinkTea
s-

a

lea. is nationally
accepted as
the ideal
luncheon beverage.
In hotels and
restaurants
ask for

SALADA'

2S&

Child Gets Sick, Cross, Feverish
if Constipated
Mother ! Your child isn't naturally
cross and peviah. See if tongue is
coated; this is a sure sign the little
stomach, liver and bowels nee^ a
cleansing at once.
When listless, pale, feverish, full of
cold, breath bad, throat sore, doesn’t
eat, sleep or act naturally, has stom
ach-ache, diarrhoea, remember, a gen
tle liver and bowel cleansing should
always be the first treatment given.
. Nothing equals “California Fig
Byrup" for children’s Ills; give a tea
spoonful. and In a few hours all the
foul waste, sour bile and fermenting
food which is clogged in the bo-wels
passes out of the system, and you
have a well and playful child again.
All children love this harmless, de
licious, “fruity laxative." and it never
fails to effect a good “inside cleans
ing.” Directions for babies, children
pf all agee and grown-ups are plainly
on the bottle.
Keep it handy In your home. A

little given today saves a sick child
tomorrow, but get the genuine. Ask
your druggist for a bottle of ‘‘Cali
fornia Fig Syrup," then see that it is
made by "The California Fig Syrup
Company.”

oun cingj?

Qte Buick
Autumn Display
cordially invite you to
ML/ attend a special showing of
motor car fashions for 1928—

Jf.' • '

—introducing lustrous colors
of lasting Duco ... rich uphol
steries of the finest quality ...

smart new appointments.

The Buick Autumn display
opens Saturday and will continue all through the week. Don’t

miss this interesting exhibit.

NOVEMBER 12 to 19
LEWISTON BUICK CO.
‘ F

LEWI8T0N
WATERVILLE
BRUNSWICK

Whan

Mrs. B. G. Miller and her mother
Mrs. W. W. Speare who has been
her guest, were in Bangor last week.
Mrs. Speare has returned to Fort
Fairfield.
Henry Hilton, who was shot by the
accidental discharge of a gun and is
in the Knox Hospital, is reported to
bo improving.
The Auction Club held Its first
meeting of the season at the home of
Mrs. M. F. Wade Friday evening.
Mrs. W. H. Crowell was the winner
of the highest score.
A new cement sidewalk is being
laid on Marble avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Kuhn were in
Portland last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Shirley Gross have
gone tq Rockland where they will
spend the winter.
J. T. Gay and .T. H. Miller attend
ed a meeting of Ford agents at the
Congress Square Hotel in Portlanl
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Savage of Au
gusta has been a visitor at John
Rines.
Mrs. Blanche Dodge of W’orcester,
Mass., and Mrs. Milton Ware of New’
fersey are here, called by the serious illness of Mrs. G. Owen Winsow.
The senior class, Waldoboro High
school, served a supper In the Odd
Fellow’s dining hall Friday.
Will Hatch of Thomaston has been
a recent visitor in town|
Mrs. L. L. Mitchell of Kingfield
has been visiting her son B. W
Mitchell the past week. ®he re
turned Sunday with Mr. Mitchell and
Miss Christine Mitchell who motored
down for her.
Friends of Mrs. H. I. Eugley of
Hazardville, Conn., are pleased to
hear that she is convalescing from a
surgical operation performed at the
Chapin Memorial Hospital, Springfield, Mass.
The Susannah Wesley Society of
the Methodist Church will hold a
Christmas Sale Dec. 8.
Funeral services for Frank M
Boothbay who died Thursday at the
Maine General Hospital, Portland,
were held Sunday afternoon at tlie
residence
of
his
father-in-law,
Charles Lilly. Mr. Bootlrbay leaves
a widow, Mrs. Isabelle Lilly Boothbay and two sisters.

VINALHAVEN

©*■
C/Z»»

Rockland
BRANCHE8 AT
PORTLAND
FARMINGTON
ROCKLAND

THE ELUSIVE HOPPE

• WALDOBORO

At Luncheon

51 Park Street

Page Five
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The Freshmen reception and car
nival given by the seniors of Vinal
haven High School at Town hall, Fri
day evening, was the event of the
week. Decorations of Jack o' lanterns,
bats, black eats, owls and witches
were in keeping with the Halloween
season and appropriate favors added
jollity to the evening’s fun. Music by
Merrithew and Phillips.
A series of "500’' parties were given
the past week in honor of Mrs. Flora
Athearn of Camden: Those enter
tain were Mrs. Susan Hopkins, Mrs.
C. B. Vinal and Mrs. E. M. Hall.
Mrs. Athearns returned to her home
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Wlalker Fifleld and
Mrs. H. W. Fifleld went to Orono
Saturday to attend the football game.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Headley of
Lynn. Mass., are guests of relatives
in town.
Herbert Sanborn was home from
Rockland over the weekend.
'Dr. F. F. Brown returned to Rock
land Saturday having been called
here professionally.
Mrs. Irving Fifleld left Monday for
Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. George D. Lyford of
Atkinson arrived Saturday called by
the illness and death of their son Dr.
W. F. Lyford.
Lottie Sawyer returned to Rockland
Monday having been the guest of her
father Miles Sawyer.
Mrs. M. P. Smith entertained
friends at supper Saturday evening
John Mathieson and family have
moved into Miss Clara Calderwood's
house. Brighton avenue.
Marion Lyford, a student at Farm
ington Normal, arrived home Satur
day. called by the Illness and death of
her father, Dr. W. F. Lyford.
Harry Young recently bought
Edward I .add's house on East Boston
street.
• • • »
Dr. Walter F. Lyford
The community was saddened to
learn of the death of Dr. (Whiter F.
Lyford, 51, at his home Saturday
night at 9 o'clock. He was the son
of George D and Dorcas (Snow) Ly
ford of Atkinson. He came to Vinal
haven at the age of 19 and was
associated in business with his
uncle, the late Dr. E. H. Lyford.
Graduated from Higgins Classical
Institute at Charleston, and from
Bowdoin College in 1899. In the
Spanish-American iWlar, he served as
nurse on the Bay State‘Hospital ship.
He was a member of Moses Webster
Lodge, F. and A. M., Atlantic Royal
Arch Chapter, Past Commander of
De Valois Commandery K, of T„ had
received the Scottish Rite Council
degrees and was a Shriner, member
of Kora Temple at Lewiston. He also
belonged to 'Star of .Hope Lodge. I. O.
O. F„ Island Home Encampment and
Independent Order of Red Men. After
graduating from Bowdoin College he
practiced for six months at Milo and
for 27 successful years in this town.
Dr. Lyford was twice married, his
first wife being Bertha Ginn, who
died several years ago. By this union
three children were born, Biley,
Dorothy and Mallon who is a student
at Farmington Normal. Dorothy died
last April. His second marriage was
to Minnie Vlnal and she survives
him with children, Walter, Jr. and
Ruth. Deceased Is also survived by
his father and mother, Mr. and Mrs.
George D. Lyford and two sisters.
Mrs. Grace Lyford of Atkinson and
Mrs. Harriet Brown of Minneapolis,
Minn.
Dr. Lyford will he greatly missed in
Vinalhaven, where, he displayed so
much Interest in his profession, and
in the musical circles as well, being
a member of Vinalhaven Symphony
Orchestra and of Smith’s Vinalhaven
Band. Through his death the com
munity loses an esteemed citizen whose
life work was of service to the wel
fare of the town and its people. Serv
ices are held this Tuesday afternoon
at the home.

NORTH HAVEN
Tel. 238

AUGUSTA
BATH
DOVER-FOXCROFT

automobiles are built, Buick will build them

Mr. Gilchrist of Philadelphia, arch
itect for the Zimmerman cottage was
tn town last week.

Convict Who Escaped At
Thomaston Now Wanted
For Murder.
Stephen H. Hoppe, the notorious
burglar who operated so actively in
Maine, is again in the public eye, by
reason of now being sought by the
police of Massachusetts in connec
tion with the murder of Patrolman
Alfred N. Hollis of the Quincy, Mass.,
police department.
Hollis having
been shot to death while attempting
to capture a burglar in the Phil
Brothers hardware store in Quincy.
In October, 1924 Hoppe was arrest
ed by officers in Brighton, Mass., for
He Downed His Cold breaks in stores, postoffices and
banks throughout central Maine.
He was arrested outside his apart
As Curtain Went Up!
ment at Brighton, and in his auto
A vicious cold contracted at the mobile were found a set of burglars
matinee, and not a trace remained to tools and some nitroglycerine. At
mar his evening performance ! Most that time he said he was 27 years
professional people know the simple old and married. Taken hack to
compound which clears up a cold in a Skowhegan he was sentenced Feb
few hours.
9. 1925. to serve seven to 14 years In
Next time sore throat, a stuffy head, the state prison at Thomaston for
or feverish feeling comes on, try the breaks committed in North Anson
innocent but amazingly efficient little and Norridgewock, and with him
white tablet every druggist keeps In was sentenced 'his brothetr-in-law,
stock. Pape's Cold Compound; only Clifford Stevens.
June 18, 1925, Hoppe escaped from
35c. Nothing Is better, even for the
grippe or "flu.” Pape’s way of knock the Thomaston prison with three
ing out a cold is worth remembering other prisoners, including James E.
Bennett and Edward J. Rasmussen,
—so remember the name.
who had previously achieved notor
iety by their escape from the Everett
police station. Rasmussen was soon
captured and sent to prison. Ben
COLD
nett was later shot and killed by an
Everett policeman.
reception was given in their honor
Bennett and Rasmussen, with
Saturday evening.
companion, Conollv, stole an auto
C. E. Waterman & Co., have had mobile owned by Edgar D. Hall of
a cargo of coal delivered.
Bangor. It will be recalled, being
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Noyes and IMrs. sentenced to state prison
Cora Spaulding left for Rockland
Hoppe escaped to Vermont, as
Monday.
sumed an alias and committed a long
Mrs. Flora Brown and daughter, series of burglaries. In July, 1925, he
Vcnle are leaving Tuesday (today) was surprised while In the act of
for Lynn, Mass., where they will robbing a clothing store at Proctors
spend the winter.
ville, Vt., and shot and captured b)
Ferdinand Cooper of Rockland was Henry L. Drugg, owner of the store
in town last week.
After his arrest and identification
Faustle Dunean has had her cot It was learned that he had gone to
tage at the Little Thoroughfare New York during that period of free
painted.
dom and paid a plastic surgeon $45f
Ezra Merrick spent the weekend in to have his ears, nose and chin al
Rockland.
tered. In addition he had bought
Special services were observed at the bottle of coloring fluid to help change
Baptist Church Sunday, that being his appearance.
the laist day on which Rev. M. G.
He was taken to the Rutland Hos
Perry was to be present as paster. pital. but the officials, fearing he
After the regular session dedication would escape, transferred him under
of the new pulpit furniture took plaee heavy guard to the state prison at
followed by the reception of a new Windsor. He fulfilled their fears by
member and observance of the Lord's escaping on Thanksgiving eve, but
supper. The evening services were was recaptured the next day. con
as usual young people's meeting at victed and sentenced to a 14-year
6.30 followed by service at 7.30 con term.
Hoppe's last jail break was from
ducted by the pastor.

f6or
In outselling any other “Six” at or near the price, almost two to
one, the signal thing is not merely the overwhelming preference
for the Essex Super-Six, but the source from which it comes.
A great proportion of buyers are owners, former and present,
of big and costly cars. They turn to Essex because they find:

The smoothness and performance of their costlier cars.
Comfort and riding ease not excelled in any car.
The roominess and relaxation of their larger cars.
Traffic nimbleness and handling ease unmatched in
larger cars.
Economy of operation and maintenance exclusive to
Essex.

PAPE’S

COMPOUND

E S SEX Super-Six
2-FaMengerSpeedabout, $7M; 4-PosengerSpeedster, $835;Coach, $735; Coupe, $735;Sedan, $835
AUprices f. o. b. Detroit, plus war excise tost

SNOW-HUDSON COMPANY INC
712 MAIN STREET

the state prison at Windsor, Vt., on
July 22 ,l926^after he had used two
spoons which be had stolen from the
dining room table, to tunnel bis way
out of the death house at the prison.
He was serving a 14-year sentence
for burglary and was kept in the
death house because of his earlier
escape—on crutches—from the same
prison at the time he was awaiting
trial in the case. He picked and

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 896.

spooned the mortar from between the
strne blocks of the cell, and then
used two pieces of Iron he had brok
en from his cot.
After his last escape trom tlie
Windsor prison, the authorities of
all New England co-operated in a
search for him, and a reward was of
fered for his capture, but he still re
mains nt large.
The nature of the evidence eon-

mi ting Hoppe with the Hollis mur
der has not been made public.
The escaped convict walks lame,
the left foot being shorter than the
other as a result of buckshot wounds
he received while robbing a store in
Proctorsville, Vt. There is also a
scar on the right leg near the knee.
When in doubt a wise man gets
out—If possible.

for comfort,

what
I mean!
COMFORT and lots of it. I’m talking about
Prince Albert, Gentlemen, the National Joy
Smoke. Why, there’s friendliness in the very

fact, that you can load-up and light-up from

aroma of P. A., as you open the tidy red tin.

breakfast to bedtime.

Some fragrance it is, too.

Now, I’m not one to mix in on other

The first pull on a pipe packed with P. A.

tells you the taste is equally friendly.
and long-burning.

Cool

Sweet as grape-clusters,

people’s affairs.

But this pipe-thing is

different, somehow.

I can’t resist tipping

you off to what I consider the greatest

hanging on the vine. Mild as arctic sunshine,

pipe-tobacco in the world.

yet with plenty of good, rich tobacco-body to

now and get some of this comfort I’ve been

let you know you’re smoking. So mild, in

telling you about.

Get some P.A.

Prince albert
—no other

Edgar Hopkins has had a pineless
furnace installed.

The shipwrecked crew of schooner
Georgia Jenkins left Friday for
Rockland via Pulpit Harbor.
Rev. M. G. Perry and family left
Nov. 7 for St. Petersburg, Fla, A

Preference

© 1927, *.J. K«r~ld» Totwxe
Canpuy, Wiutsa-Salam. N. C,

tobacco

is

like

it!

Quality and quantity
both —TWO full
ounces in every tin.

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November 8, 1927.
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In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements ln this
oeed three lines inserted
3 tLnl8
50
renrt^arh for one time.
times. 8ix words make a

column not to exonce for 25 cents,
^?<Btl0.n.Ale Un.eK 5
10 cents for three
line.

For Sale

- I

FOR SALE—1936 Essex -Coach. Excellent
' condition. A bargain at $450 cash. A. L.
GARDNER, 10 Lisle St.,' City.
134*136
! ~FOR SALE—Genuine German police pups,
stocU, s months old.
EDWARD
...........................
134*139
MURPHY, 101 Tilton
Ave.. City.

The Ladies circle of the Baptist Special Services Being Held
Church will meet Wednesday. There
By Evangelist Dunn of
is work for the afternoon and a good j
attendance is desired. Supper will
FOR SALE—Used dining room suites; good
Boston.
be served at 6 o'clock, after which the
condition.
Itto
C A. HMBRY, 28 Paclfle St.
Lost and Found
123-134
following program will be given: j
Tel. 518-M or 436-M.
LOST*—Wire haired fox terrier.
A. M. i —
.
Large
numbers
attended
the
openFrolic of Midgets, musical readings, t
FLYNN. 153 Broadway. Tel. 381.
134*lt
F0R SALE—Anybody wanting a nice groc, ,
...
------------------------------------------- ery wagon, good harnesses, a warm automoMiss Johnson; skit, "The Sewing In: services of the evangelistic cam
LOST—Nov. 1 lady's black hand bag con- bile shawl or street blankets or a Marin on
Circle:” solo, Mrs, June Creighton; paign at Liberty Sunday, when Rev.
talnlng money and small pocketbook, between automobile should see ARTHUR L. ROKES.
my home on Meadow road, Thomaston and Limeroek St.
134-135
original selection, Mr. Carroll; char L. L. Dunn of Boston began a series
WarrenLiberal
reward.
MBS. JACK
acter song, Mr. and Mrs. Charles of meetings with the pastor of the
FOR SALE—Single-action Army Colt. 38-40
MAKI. 4 Meadow road. Thomaston, Me.
Baptist
church.
The
Sunday
morn

Starrett; monologue, Mrs, Kilborn.
__________________________________ 133*130 Cal. Practically new, $25.00. Would trade
for Colt automatic.
LINWOOD MOODY*.
If you cannot come to the supper ing service was held at the South
LOST—-Hound, black and white, with brown Union. Me.
134*136
you are welcome to come to the even Montville church, the afternoon and
spots. MADOLLN HOPKINS, 252 Ujnerock
FOR SALE—No. 16 Modem Glenwood par
evening services at the Baptist
132*134
8t. Tel. 421-i
ing program.
lor move, used one season. C. A- 'EMERY.
FULLER - fS Pacific SI. Tel. 518-01 or 4M:M. 134-tf
FOUND—Black
umbrella at
Miss Christine Franks of Allston Church in Liberty. Services will be
134-136
COBB-DAVIS.
Is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Russell held every everting at 7.30 except
FOR SALE—Six rabbit hounds, best of
Saturdays.
stock running; 7 fox terrier pupa, beauties,
Davis.
Friday evening. Nov. 11. Mr. Dunn
DK. SHERMAN, Rockknd, Me. Tel. 598-W.
Frank Harris of Glenmere was in
Wanted
134*136
will speak to the young people to
town Saturday.
whom
special
invitation
is
being
ex

WANTED
—
One
or
twoJ*[
‘
<lrcn
cordon**reasonable
’
p
rice.
'
“
jAMBS
VkSEIL
Capt. and Mrs. Leland Hart are
Please write BOX 13 I aniden. Me.
L«:1M I Beechwooda road. Thomaston.
134*13#
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Darius Rack- tended to attend in a body. It is
expected that the young people from
WANTED—dlousekeeper
(working)
willi
cliffe.
FOR SALE-—One registered Oxford-down
references lo do lhe work of a' 17 room house.
Rev. Frank Elliot, D. D., of Phila
Occupied by Harvard students, $35.00 per buck. RALPH W. CRIPP8, Camden, Me.
___________________________________ 134*139
delphia spoke at the Baptist Church
month, room and board.
Fare paid from
FOR SALE—Plenty of Ko. 1 potatoes, $1.35
Maine after two months satisfactory service.
Sunday evening.
. —ce pt.ee for the right person.
MRS. per bu.. Come and get any amount. H. B.
Henry B. Shaw went to Boston
KALER, Washington. Me. Tel.
133*135
GROVES. 48 Brattle St.. Cambridge, Mass.
Monday, and will be the guest of his
134*139
FOR SALE—Thirty purebred White Cheater
son Harris S. Shaw. He is also ex
WANTED—lilen and women io sell Raw- pigs. 4 and 5 weeks old. price $3.50. Inquire I
pecting to visit his son Clarence in
lelgh's Household Products in Rockland at BACHELDER FARM. Union or Rockland'
133-MS
Camden and Thomaston—make sales of $150 a ____________________________________
Produce Co.
New York and his son Maynard in
month and more. No selling experience re
FOR SALE— Pure bred O. I. C. pigs; I pure
Portland.
quired.
We suppty products. Profits In bred Hampshire ram and some grade sheep.
Rodney Feyler spent Sunday at
crease
every
month—lowest
prices—best H. M LU1BY, Warren, !ttc. Tel. 8-41.
values—most complete service. See me al
home with his family. Scallops are
133*135
Hotel Thorndike, Nov. 9, 10 and 11. M M.
not very plentiful in Massachusetts
FOR SALE—Twenty-five ft. power boat,
STEVENSON.
134-135
The plans of this fine heme may be obtained at our office together with cost estimates and complete building informtaion.
so the Penobscot beds are also being
with Ford engine, all in good running order.
WANTED—We pay $1.20 dozen, sewing Price $65. CHARLES HENDERSON, Thom
Ashed.
I bungalow aprons
at home.
Spare
time. aston, Me.
132-134
In taking a walk around town a few
Thread furnished
No Button holes.
Send
CONTRACTORS A BUILDERS
BUILDING SUPPLIES
FOR SALE—UprlghJ piano ln good con
stamp. CEDAR GARMENT FACTORY. Amsdays ago the correspondent called
TELEPHONE
14
I
terdatn.
New
York.
134*lt
dition.
7
PINE
ST.,
Thomaston.
Tel.
202-11.
LUMBER, SHINGLES, PAINTS
upon Darius Rackliffe, warden of the
132*134
or
ANT
ED
—
‘
P
osition
as
housekeeper
by
woROCKLAND,
MAINE
town farm. The inmates are two wo
FOR SALE—Two sitting room stoves, No.
[ man ln small family, no farm, good reference.
men and a man. .Mr. Rackliffe takes
22 Clarion and Klneo Grand. Bum wood.
Address BOX 67, Tenant's Harbor, Me.
LUCY
SIMMONS. Union. Me. Tel. 10-21.
___________________________________
133*135
pride in showing four May pigs
132*134
which are surely thrifty ones. They
WANTED—Work of any kind by young man.
FRIENDSHIP
CAMDEN
ROCKPORT
WARREN
FOR SALE—Good all around horse, one of 1
| experienced driver.
HAMLIN, 55 Gay St.
are being grown on Mangel Wurtzel
132*134 S. H. Doe’s colts, pricee $150. Call at 3
Mrs. Beulah Wotton of Rockland
The Lark cottage was broken into
Alton Bartlett who has been visit I Tel. 873-J.
E. A. Starrett, Sons of Veterans
J?132*134
beets and milk with a small amount
NARRAGANSETT ADAMS ST.
WANTED—Clerk
*$
Auxiliary was instructed Wednesday sometime Saturday night and every visited over the weekend with her ' ing his mother, Mrs. Bertha Bartof wheat middlings. The pigs will
FOR SALE OR TO LET—Pool room» two
132-tf
HOTEL
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alton
Prior.
thing
in
the
house
ransacked
and
lett
returned
Monday
to
New
York.
by the division president, Laura B.
weigh 300 pounds each by December.
tables, best location In town, low rent, win
Miss Harriet Camp of Watertown
WANTED—At once, talesman on full or stdl or let It outright or let It on shares. S.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Lester Hale and
Flye of Portland who had as her thrown around. The I. L. Merrill
Mr. Rackliffe is a past master in the
part time. Experience unnecessary. We as B.* HASKELL. Phone 238-11 Camden
cottage,
the
White.
Homer
and
Jud

spent
the
weekend
with
friends
in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frederick
Richards
mo

guest Mrs. Ella B. Bailey of West
business. He raised the past season
sist you In getting started. We make a spe
.
.132-134
brook. president of Wade Auxiliary. son cottages have alsu been entered Wiscasset and motored here Satur tored to Orono Saturday.
cialty of furnishing protection against loss
150 bushels of beets and a ton of
day.
recently
but
the
only
thing
missing
FOR SALE—Oxford Down rams. Tel. 744
W.
11.
Holmes
who
has
been
the]
of earning power, paying benefits or salary
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Eastman re
squash to feed to his stock. Two
H. B. CRIE.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Wotton of guest
curst of
of Mr.
Mr tin I Mrs Filer
Ruhr,. I extension In ease of disability.
Write to or Rockland or 83 Tfioniaston.
antique revol
turned home Saturday after several In any bf them was
and Mrs. Ktlgar S. BohnR1UEY y strovt, District manager Thomaston.
cows furnish the milk for the family.
Evangelist L. L. Dunn
132*134
ver from the Merrill cottage. What Waldoboro hpve the sympathy of dell has returned to Boston.
weeks stay in Massachusetts.
box 445 Rockland.
13-2-134
The Ladies Auxiliary of the WllFOR SALE—Farm truck wagon and surry.
their
friends
here
in
the
loss
of
an
is
wanted
is
hard
to
tell
as
nothing
Mr. and Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham I WANTED—Furnished apfirtment or house W. D HOLBROOK, 22 Camden St. Tel.
Fred Butler has purchased a Ford
liams-Brasier Post will give a sup
has been taken, but every drawer, infant daughter born to them early nnd son Oliver have returned from |of 3 or 4 rooms. Tel. 735-di. R. FERRANTI), 639-W.
.
133*135
per to the hoys of the Post and in several of the surrounding Higli touring car.
Saturday
morning.
closet
and
cupboard
gone
through
a most enjoyable automobile trip ] 34 Pulton 8t.
132*134
Arthur Young and family of Oyster
FOR SALE—Dry fitted wood, $14; clefted
vited guests at Knights of Pythias Schools will attend. A stirring mu
ar.d
the
contents
either
thrown
onto
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
T.
Smalley
wood. $10: junks, $12. M. LOFMAN, Rock
which included Milo. Houlton, Island ,
River have moved to the Vinal rent
sical program Is being planned.
hall Friday evening.
ville, Me. Tel. 263-11. Call between 5 and 7
Falls, New Brunswick and other
BURKETT, 75 Broad St. Tel.
Dr. Dunn, Sunday delivered three on Mechanic street for the winter the floor or left in disorder. The visited in town Saturday.
Bert Wellman, a former resident
evenings.
131*136
cottages
all
look
as
though
a
cyclone
Alfred
Morton
is
building
a
new
places
of
interest.
|
stirring
messages,
making
a
strong
months.
of Thomaston, is visiting his daugh
FOR SALE— Fbh-salted cod and hake,
has struck them. Even the writing barn at the rear of his residence.
>H.
Heistad
was
the
soloist
at
the
appeal
to
the
people
to
give
their
The
ladies
of
the
Congregational
ter, Mrs. James A. Williamson.
price reasonable. JAMES BRAY, Owl's Head.
desk in the Merrill cottage had been , Jchn Stevens is assisting him
Baptist Church Sunday morning and
To Let
Phone 385-2.
132*134
Don Whitney who has been sick hearts unreservedly to God. and lay Church Circle will serve one of their ransacked and everything in it
Roy H. Genthner of Waldoboro has was much enjoyed. Miss Ragnhlld |“y0 ART—Furnished apartment of five ” FOR SALE—R. I. R pullets, $2 each. W.
ing
great
emphasis
upon
the
fact
regular
public
suppers
next
Thurs

with the grippe has recovered and
installed a frigidalre eoil in the soda Heistad accompanist.
that the supreme task of the church day.
[rooms, all modern conveniences. Call THE A. PAUL, Rockport. Tel. Camden 204-6
Housekeepers appointed for thrown onto the floor.
returned to duty Monday.
Miss Alice Libbey, R. N„ of Water fountain at Bossa's drug store.
.129*134
184 it
On Wednesday evening of last ELMS. Elm St.
Mrs. John E, Wlalker and Mrs. is to win souls, ln the morning he Nov. 10 include Mrs. Harlow Brown, ville has been the guest of Mr. and
Swansey Burns was In town Sat week at the home of Mr. and Mrs
FOR SALE—Roasting chickens, 3 to 4 lbs.,
TO LET—Large front room, partly furCharles H. Washburn have returned spoke from Gen. 28:18, "Old wells Mrs. S. A. Watts, Miss Harrrlet Mrs. Arthur Davis.
35c lb., delivered during this week and next,
urday.
dug out.”
The MliJlllsllnes had Hahn and Mrs. Parker McKellar.
George Huntley, a delightful sur I nlshed. Inquire at 8 FULTON ST., City.
from Boston.
134-136 also a few broilers. T. J. FOLEY, Lake ave.
Adelbert Wentworth has taken
Maurice Hall of Portland spent the prise party was given in honor of, —, „ _ , . .
. , _
Miss Florence Overlook has con
Tel. 352-22.
129-134
Wliliam Hoffses of Portland spent stopped up the wells of Abraham,
1 TO LET—Furnished tenement of 5 rooms
Mis. Josephine
Payson Mho
left|wW)
Apply at 8M PLEASANT ST.
when they might have used them to cluded her w'ork at the Millsyde apartments in the Camden block for weekend here with his mother.
FOR SALE—1927 Light Six Nash coach.
Sunday in town.
Miss
Vera
Morse
and
Miss
Alice
the
winter.
Excellent condition. Driven only 6,000 miles.
Saturday for Washington, D. C., Ttl. 903-W.
143-tf
The Community Brotherhood will a great advantage themselves. There Lunch.
The firemen were called out twice Felt of Thomaston visited over Sun where she will spend the winter with I jq let—Nicely furnished front room, cen- New spare tire. Bargain for cash. Tel.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Averill at
meet at the Congregational vestry are wells from which the prophets
nlon 18-11. It E. PAYSON, East Union.
on
Saturday
for
silent
alarms.
One
day
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Granville
T.
hew daughters. Dainty refreshments I trally located. With or without board In
this Tuesday evening. Supper at 6 and disciples of Christ in other days tended the football game at Orono a chimney fire at Dickey's restau Brow.
129*134
were served and games and mtisln I utdre 109 PARK 8T._______________ 134*136
o’clock. The superintendent of the have drank and been refreshed, he Saturday.
FOR SALE—Farm 75 acres known as tha
rant
in
Bay
View
street
and
the
Bernard
Brow
passed
the
week

were enjoyed with Mrs. 'Huntley and I._T®_—Garage at 48 Pacific St. ANNIE Lovejoy farn) on the Hosmer pond road, 2%
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wentworth en
Lawrence Portland Cement Co. will said, but in this day of the world
134*136 miles from Camden, nice poultry farm or
these wells have been stopped up and tertained at bridge Thursday even other a roof fire at Mark Ingraham's end in Thomaston with bis aunt, Mrs. Mrs. Erickson as hostesses. There Xn’LLEN.
be the speaker.
building
in
Main
street.
Elmus
Morse.
TO LET—Tenement of 3 rooms at 148 North truck farming; large two story house and out
we
need
to
dig
them
out
once
more,
ing
in
honor
of
Mr.
Wentworth's
were
25
present
comprising
the
A union service of the churches will
...
. . ,
,
„
. Main fit.. Inquire of MISS ADA B. YOUNG, buildings, in nice condition; nice well of
News was received in town Mon
Roland Burns of Colby College,
133-135 water; plenty of wood and pasture; the
be held at the Congregational Church that we may drink of the water of birthday.
day of the death in South Weymouth, Waterville was home over Sunday neighbors and friends of Mrs. Payson. Tel. 119-W.
life
One
of
these
wells
is
the
Bible.
Mrs.
Harriet
Hills
has
been
the
Vocal selections 1,y L. True Spear. | To LET_Bedrouin and .Ittlng room on first largest elm tree ln the county stands tfl- I
Thursday evening.
Mass.,
of
Mrs.
John
K.
Trower,
forwith
his
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
A.
back of the house.
HASKELL &
He made a strong appeal to the peo guest of her son Warren Hills at his
accompanied by
Mrs. Katherine Boor, heated, $5 per week. G. V. LITTLE, 19 (reetly
• • • •
NIRTHELL, Camden. Tel. 238-11.
123 tf
ple to return to the Bible and dig out home in Dedham. Mass., the past merly of Camden. The deceased Burns.
Jordan were much enjoyed. Mrs. IQ*11 At-_________________________ 133-18T
died
at
the
home
of
her
daughter,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Moses
Wallace
of
FOR
SALE
—
Ten
acre
field,
one
half mile
Spear-Brasier
the old well of "the living word of the week and will visit her daughter. Mrs.
Payson's
many
friends
wish
for
her
a
|
TO LET—A garage and a house on Dono
from Rockport village; cuts 10 tons of hay;
Mrs. George Holbrook.
Malden visited Saturday and Sun
Ray Spear and Miss Doris Brasier living God.”
Lillias Payson in New Bedford.
FREDERK'K
’«• large barn and garage, nearly new. Wood
Mrs. Ralph Carleton entertained day with Capt. Frank Poland. They ve. y pleasant sojourn.
133-tf and lumber lot for sale at Hosmer Pond, lot
He spoke of public worship and Mass., before returning home.
were united in marriage Sunday
Mrs. Addie Carver of Vinalhaven
the Monday Club at her home in were accompanied on their trip home
of big oak and pine and a lot of hard wood.
morning at the home of Mr. and Mrs. family and private devotions aa other
Mrs. Harriet McFarland and Miss Rockport Monday afternoon.
pX ^fn^nn^ Rome nice cottage lots on this land. HASK
by Capt. Poland who will visit F. has been spending a few days with I
Maynard Brasier, Hyler street. The wells and laid great emphasis upon Mina Williams returned Wednesday
ELL A CORTHELL. Phone 238-11 Camden.
her
daughter,
Mrs.
Albert
Adams.
I
renovated,
with
garage
and
every
modern
conThe
regular
meeting
of
Maiden
Douglas Armstrong in Beach Bluffs
125-tf
ceremony was performed by Rev. J. the importance of the use of this from
a four-day stay in Quincy, Clilf Rebekah Lodge will lie., held Mass., and his daughter Mrs. Eva
Dr. and Mrs. Granville Shibles and pwlence, suitable for one or two families A
most
desirable
comer
location
for
tea
room
well
within
the
reach
of
every
In

W. Strout of the Congregational
FOR SALE—Ready made poultry farm, two
Mass., guests of Mr. and Mrs. George Wednesday evening at 7 30 o'clotjt.
Fiske In Franklin, Mass., before re- ' daughter Betty Jean were guests of or business opportunity, adjacent to schools, miles
from Rockport village; five acres; nice
Church in lhe piesence of near rela- dividual.
Gonia. with-- side trips to Dedham,
I hospital, and centrally located.
Inquire house, barn and hen*house; 50 hens, one
i re,atlves in town over the weekend
The next meeting of the Parent- turning home.
In the afternoon service he spoke Boston and other places.
* tives of the bride and groom. Mr.
They Teacher Association will be helfl at
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Avery
and
son
,
EASTERN REAL ESTATE, 32 Union St., Jersey cow, three tons of hay, farming toota,
Levi Noyes, Ralph Starrett and H.
•Rockland. Tel. 818.
133-138 nice kitchen range and telephone ln the house.
and Mrs. Spear left by automobile for from Nehentiah 4:6, "Old Walls Re greatly enjoyed the motor trip in Mr. tiie Y. M. C. A. Tuesday evening,
L. Bossa left early Tuesday morning Spofford. Mrs. Emeline Abbott and
TO LET—One three-room, newly furnished Big trade. HASKELL A CORTHELL. Tel.
Boston. Mr. Spear is a son of the built," a most gripping message, Gonia’s new Packard, leaving Warren Dec. 6.
Raymond
Sheldon
of
Brewer
were
on a hunting trip in Northern Maine.
125-tf
apartment. Main St.. Thomaston, centrally 238-11 Camden.
late John and Mrs. Alice Spear of equal to the message of the morning. at 10.15 a. m. Oct. 30 and with
(Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Thomas and
Mrs. Clyde Brown Is progressing guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Berry- located Inquire 32 UNION ST., Rockland.
FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs, stove length,
South Warren. Miss Brasier is the In the evening service the evangelist leisurely stops along the way arriv Mr. and Mrs. William G. Stover are
|
Tel.
818.
133
133
Sunday.
$8 per cord In Rockland; $7 ln Tt'''m»*t&n
favorably after a recent operation
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William J. was welcomed by the largest con ing In Quincy at 0.30 p. m. The re enjoying a gunning trip at Andover. performed at the Knox Hospital.
The Nltsumsosum Club was very
TO LET—New apartment of four rooms and and $6 In Warren. Also first quality fitted
gregation of the day. His message mainder of the week Mrs. MtfFurland
hard wood or junks. L. €. PACKARD, War
Brasier of Thomaston.
pleasantly
entertained
Monday
evenpath,
unfurnished.
Apply
to
89
PARK
ST.
Mr. and Mrs. LaForest R. Burns
131-tf
was from Luke 5:10, "Fear not: from has spent at North Warren visiting Mt. Thomas' former home.
133-tf ren, Me.
Dr. W. D. Barron suffered a severe spent the weekend witli friends in ing at the home of Mrs. Margaret
henceforth thou shalt catch men.”
FOR SALE
—Hard wood,
fitted_for stove Ori
TO
LET
—
Tenement
on
Linden
St.
with
her sister and returning to town Sat stroke of paralysis early Monday Rockland.
------------------Andrews in West Rockport. Refresh garage, electric lights and bath. No children. furnace.
Joseph N. Parks
HAROLD PEASE. Warren. >Ie/<
Rev. M. S. Gibson of the Methodist urday.
morning and is in a critical condi
W. L. Tompkins, Jr., has gone to ments were served.
124*135
JAMES FISKE. 64 Mechanic St.
130-tf Tel. 10-2
Joseph N. Parks, 74 who died Nov. church in Searsmont will cooperate
Ivy Chapter, O. E. S.. is Invited to tion at his home in Pearl street.
Miss Ada Corthell of Haddonfield,
Thomaston where he plans to re
FOR SALE—Good furnace wood is our spe
TO LET—Unfurnished apartment. Inquire
4, came to Thomaston 49 years ago. with the pastor of this church dur visit Seaside Chapter. Camden, Nov.
X. J., who has been seriously ill with I at 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 578-W.
Mrs. Frances Churchill is critic main during the winter.
126-tf cialty, $14.00 delivered. RALPH P. CONANT
He was born in Bristol, Maine, a son ing the campaign and take charge II and Harbor Light Chapter at
123-tf
ally ill at the hotne of her daughter,
Friends of Mrs. Helen Keilholtz typhoid fever is reported to be con- I TO LET—Tenement over Kennedy's store at A SON.
of Nelson Parks and Hannah (Lane) of the musical program.
Rockport. Nov. 15. Supper at 6.30 Mts. John Dailey in Atlantic avenue. wll! be sorry to hear that she has valescing which is gratifying to her Ithe Brook, entrance from rear. Inquire P. L.
FOR SALE—75 pair of steel arch supports
Parks. He was in the employ of J. A.
similar to the $3.00 kind for $1.00. McLAIN
many friends in this vicinity.
I HAVENER. Tel. $92.
1,1
131-tf
o'clock at both places.
Members
been ill at her home in Baltimore.
FOR WINTER DRIVING
SHOE STORE.
131-4f
Creighton Co. several years and was
wishing transportation confer with
TO LET—8tore at 19 Tillson Ave. Applv
Wednesday
evening,
Nov.
9
is
the
Mrs.
Edward
Camp
of
Watertown,
NORTH WARREN
also employed in the shipyard. For
FOR SALE—A pretty home and tt
mod
[ to GEORGE M. SIMMOlNS. Tel. 4 W. 131-tf
the worthy patron, Alvah Simmons.
Mass.,
is
convalescing
after
a
serious
date
of
the
baked
bean
and
casserole
ern, and located ln the heart of the city22 years he was a guard at the Maine Chrysler Service Experts Give Point
White Oak Orange held their fair
operation
performed
shortly
after
her
supper
to
be
served
at
the
Methodist
$2500
—
half
cash,
balance
3
years.
only
ers On Preparation Far the Cold
State Prfson being obliged to retire
Saturday afternoon and it was
Miscellaneous
Compare lt with some lx ng shown at $5000
return from her summer home here.
vestry by the Johnson Club. An ap
School Notes
Weather.
on account of ill health and he had
success, as usual. The receipts -have
and $6000. FREEIMAN I ,UNG. Realtor. Tel.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Morse and petizing menu and a most worthy I NOTICE—As I am not living with my wife, 714 M.
131-tf
never fully recovered his health.
Wednesday at 12.45 p. m. a group of not been turned in to the Grange yet,
Mrs. Morse's sister of Brooklyn. N. object, to purchase fuel for the use of I Hattie Bernice Thomas, 1 refuse to pay any
Mr. Parks was an industrious man
FOR SALE—Place on west side of Maple
At this season the prudent motorist, citizens and school children of Wkir- but no duubt it is a good round sum.
I bills transacted by her in my name, after
Y., visited Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Morse the church
I lhls daU LW>YD THO3IAg Warren. 134*U« Juice Cove, about 10 miles from Thnn-.sston,
and had the respect of all among taking time by the forelock. Is begin ren attended the laying of the corner
Mrs. Mabel Cross and daughter on Long Island recently.
good State road, bu'ldlngs In good repair, 21
The Twentieth Century Club will ..
whom he moved. iHe was a member ning to consider approaching changes stone of the Frances R. Mathews Me- Vernette of Rockland spent the week
.
, , ■
,
.
..
I REFINISHING CARS by apray ayslem, any acres land, shore privilege. Inquire R. 8.
be entertained Friday afternoon at I color; atorage. I. A. STEVENS A SOX, Me- FILLMORE, 85 Park St.. Rockland.
of Rockland Lodge of Odd Fellows, in driving conditions and is planning n^irlal Library, which is now under end at her brother’s, Charles Mank.
RE9ULT OF WAR ON SAXON the ’home of' ”
'
-------l30*132-tf
Mrs —
Elinor
Robinson, I bond St- Tel- --------241-M or 13-M.
ll
and a charter member of the R. H. how best to put his ear ln order for process of construction on Main
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Robinson
SCHOOL ENROLLMENT
Union street.
NOTICE—We are again ready to take orders
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
Counce Engine Co.
street.
This
new
public
building
was
winter months. Chrysler service ex
were In Rockland on business last
for
finest
quality
mincemeat.
$1.25
gal
;
40c
The comedy, "H4s Uncle’s Niece,"
the Rockland Hair Store. 836 Main St. Mail
His widow, several nephews and perts, following the Chrysler policy made possible by the bequest of the week.
In 1914, the number of public was presented at the Town hall, Fri per qt. In returnable Jara. RALd’H P orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES. 131-tf
nieces and a cousin are the surviving of assuring to owners the fullest pos late Miss Frances R. Mathews, who,
CONANT A SON, South Hope. Tel. Rockland
Mrs. Julia Libby died Oct. 26 after
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES. COTTACE 8
130-tf
relatives. The funeral was held Mon sible enjoyment cf their cars through in giving the town this beautiful a long and painful illness. Although schools in, Saxony was about 1,90(1 day evening by the Blue Star players, 67-41.
and estates; up-to-date property, in the gar
day afternoon and Rev. J. W. Strout out the year, have outlined a pro structure, has followed the desire of she had been a tthut-in for a long with a total of 805,000 pupils; in and enjoyed by a large audience. I TRUCKING AND JOBBING of all khurt. den spot of .Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
° *“>' where night or day. R. W. JEtVKLL, os what you want. ORRLN J. DICKEY. Belofficiated. The bearers were George gram of preparation. They advise her father, the Hon. Moses Mathews. time she will be greatly missed in this 1922, the total number of public Seldom if ever has Rockport had the I G
Tel. 135.
129*134 fast, Maine._______
13l4f
opportunity of witnessing a more Glencove.
__________________________________
Ludwig, Edwin Stetson, John Rich motorists to make use of service sta The library will be made of stone, place as she had been a lifelong resi
schools in Saxony was 2,197, with a pleasing or better staged play. Rus- I THE SKOWHEBAN INDEPENDENT RE,
FOR SALE—Eight room bouae at 129
ardson and Joseph Robbins.
tion facilities, wherever possible. But patterned after the Colonial Dutch dent, and wa^ a kind friend and total of 7,20,174 pupils (355,901 male sell Thurston who took the difficult Rwkrtnd. ** tOt
**
CABV|z2eu Rankin St? with 10 acres of land and two
The Hatch neighbor always. Everything that a
barns. EDWARD J. HELLIER. Tel. 43-M.
as there are always a certain number type of architecture.
a rlSi"K
"A'L ORDERS—Lidlea' silk and wool hoae
and 364,873 female). The number of Vf rtn <,fiKll har<1 7ate^
Constructing
Co.
of
Camden
is
erect

___________
of owners who prefer to condition
TENANT'S HARBOR
devoted husband and loving son pupils decreased steadily after the young lawyer, played his part ad-I very pretty sltadea, ailver and black, beaver
FOR SALE—Dry soft fitted slabs, $8; dry
their own cars for the winter, these ing it.
could do was done for her comfort. war and reached Its lowest number mirably. Bert Stevenson, as Fran- | “d l«n, grain, gray, beige and dark tan. hard
wood, also lumber. T. J. CARROLL,
The recesses lately have been en She leaves four grandchildren to
The Senior class of the High suggestions will ibe read with profit
‘hC S?WLir8 HOS^'sHOP?5 li’lIW It Tel* 263-21 ^od(land: P. O. Thomaston. 131-t/
of 504,080 in 1925-26. In 1921-22 it Doub’ee!,cnuldthe .T** hf
joyed very much as relay races, con-,
School will hold a social in the school by many
whom she had been grandmothegl(and was 716,000. According to the Saxon trouble could not have been better | Rockland. Me.
Il5*»f
The first step advised is to remove ducted by Principal Froberger have mother, too, who will miss her care census of 1925, It will increase by 10.- in his part. Dora Hale, very much
house tonight (Tuesday) Admission
BARKER’S POEMS-A copy la •xcallem FRANK H. INGRAHAM
13 cents. An extensive program has from the oil pan any accumulated been featured. All of the boys and and kind advice. Funeral services 000 in 1927. In view of present and attached to the "Cause,” Mrs. Rdna I condition for ula. Alao a copy of "Baglabeen prepared, consisting of a dia sludge and to refill the pan with fresh girls have enjoyed watching them were held at her late home Sunday anticipated birth figures it is ex
Robbins and Alice Malcolm, Mrs. I
01 Colonial Main*." B. T. PATTKN, Attorney and Counsellor at
logue
and
other . entertainment. oil, taking care that it is of good even if they could not take part.
afternoon.
•
pected that in 1935, the total number Beulah Richardson, a close chum of I skn*rtl,WMI-_______________________ 1111 "
The
school
is
to
accept
Union
’
s
Madame Imyise will be present to quality.
Law
Frequent changes of oil
NEW YORK—Remember that
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Jameson, Mr. of pupils of the Saxon public schools Dora's were both excellent. Mrs. I WHEN
tnn
i- .x.
» I JOU cw
coplea of The Courier-Gazette.
tell your fortune, and cake, punch, afterward, in conjunctitjp with proper challenge for the prize speaking con and Mrs. Austin Kalloch and Mrs. will amount to 81 per cent of the «nr.,h
Sarah
Ann
Mullen
in
the
person
of
I
with
the
home
news,
at
Hotallng
’
a
News
Tiltphongg
—
Offlea
468; Houtt 893-R
and fudge will be on sale. Every adjustment of crankcase ventilator, test and pupils have already been se Iza Mank visited Seven Tree Grange, 1921-22 total (716,000), 1. e. 579,960.— Mrs. Elizabeth Libby, supposed to be | Agency. 3(l$)Weet 40th 8t.
24-tf
lected as representatives.
body come and help out.
will continue to safeguard oil circu
431 Main Street
Rockland
Friday schools will be closed in ob Un'on, Wednesday evening and a A. T. Haeberle, American Consul, a woman of very few words, uttered
Mrs. Dorcas Wagle who underwent lation. Next, the chassis should be
very pleasant time was enjoyed. In Dresden.
none of them without calling forth
an operation at the Rumford Hos completely lubricated and the oil servance of Armistice Day. Before stead of surprising Seven Tree mem
laughter and was fine in her part as
pital is getting along well and her changed in the transmission and dif that date it is hoped to have a flag bers, the visitors were surprised
was also Simon Felton, Frank’s
raising.
many friends wish for her a speedy ferential. The generator should be
uncle, who never makes a mistake,
An Ad. In These
themselves by happening in when
The
week
of
Nov:
7-14
is
to
be
ob

recovery.
thoroughly inspected and cleaned and served as Educational Week. Several there was a nice treat and program
Robert Gregory, who had one of the
Mrs. Hannah Tracy is boarding any worn parts replaced. With this
leading parts and deserves credit for
of reading and recitations.
Columns Will Sell
with her sister, Mrs. Lydia Hathorn. done and the battery checked and of the pupils are making posters for
the manner In which he acted lt.
Misses Damle and Cora Russell who
this
event.
All
parents
and
friends
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Allen and son recharged the electrical system will
Philander
Filmore,
more
humble,
but
are cordially Invited to visit the have been attending school here have
Anything From a
Henry, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Rawley have plenty of "punch.”
REGULATION SIZE WITH
wise, Lloyd Rhodes, Timothy Haye,
sehool during that week. The regu gone to Rockport to reside with their
and Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Wheeler at
NAME AND ADDRESS OF
gardener at Happy Valley Junction,
The starting motor should be re lar classes will be held. The program parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alton Russell.
tended the football game at Orono moved and cleaned, worn parts, if
MAKER AND NET WEIGHT. IN
Needle to an Anchor.
Elmer Crockett and Silas Sickelmore,
Miss Mabel Crawford is visiting
is
as
follows:
As
Monday
is
Health
last Saturday.
ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL
constable at Happy Valley, -Wiley
any, replaced. Cleaning the starter Day, Dr. F. G. Campbell will give a friends at the village.
Jiev. P. E. Miller will talk on “A
LAW
I’hilbroek all deserve special mention.
What
Do
You
Want
driving mechanism is stressed as be talk on ■'Cleanliness.” There will also
Elbert
Starrett
and
Joseph
Jame

Trusting Heart” at the mid-week
The play was full of writ, and there
ing of particular importance, both be a 15-minute health play conducted son have returned from their gun
$4.50 pt< 1000 Sheets
prayer service. His topic for next
1926 Overland 6 Coach
was not a dull moment from start to
to Sell?
Sunday morning will be "The Util on the starter and the gear of the I by the principal. Tuesday’s topic is ning trip.
For Pound Size
finish.
Miss
Ragnhild
Heistad
in
her
*
*
•
t
flywheel, as accumulated oil R®ta I “Courtesy and Dependability," and
New tires
ization of Pressure, or The Secret
Pottage 16 Cwnta Additianal
specialty
song,
accompanied
by
Miss
gummy
and
in
time
prevents
gears
the speaker is superintendent of
of Power." Last Sunday evening's
Mrs, Georgs E. Libbey
Vera Stevenson of Camden was good
1926 Overland 6 Coupe
message was relative to Armistice from engaging, or, once engaged, schools, F. D. Bowe. Wednesday the
Mrs. George E. Libbey, 78 of
and sang very sweetly. Mrs. Herbert
from
disengaging.
$2.75 per 500 Sheets
topic will be either “Character" or North Warren, died at her home Oct.
Day and tiie important part which
Mann who directed the play and
Connecting cable terminals of the "Patriotism.” the speaker is to be an
Posiaga 10 Conte Additional
the Gospel Hymns played in the
1925
Hupp
Club
Sedan
26. She was born in Jefferson, the
worked untiringly for its success Is
entire electrical system should be nounced later. Thursday Mrs. Helen
For each additional 1000 gheeta
war. It was especially Interesting,
daughter of Peter and Caroline
certainly
to
be
congratulated
for
its
ordered at aanfie time, add to tho
Word has been received here of cleaned and those at the battery, gen Wlentworth will speak on "Obedi Powers.
For many years she had
1926 Essex Coach
successful presentation.
Excellent
the birth and death of a daughter, erator. starting motor, starting switch ence.” A flag raising is to be held been virtually an invalid, though she
(Srice of first 1000. 34.00 and Ifi
music
was
furnished
by
Deane's
or

born Nov. 6 to Mr. and Mrs. Wes and ground greased to prevent cor next week at the High School build kept about the house whenever pos
cents postage for each 1000.
chestra during the entertainment and
1923 Dodge Coupe
ley Comstock (Alice Smalley) of 977 roding. In the ignition system, it is ing. The flag is to be purchased sible. Her life was one of utter and
Standard FI
the dance which followed. The fair
Broadway, West Somerville , Mass. important that the distributor and jointly by the High and Grammar unselfish devotion to her family, qnd
$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
which was held at the Masonic hall
1925
Overland
Touring
Mrs. Comstock is at the Chester spark plug points should ibe cleaned Schools
their loss seems well nigh irrepar
in the afternoon was also a success
For Half Pound Sizo
and
adjusted,
rotor
and
distributor
stieet Hospital, Cambridge.
able. About eight years ago occurred
despite the severe storm. This was
Poetaga 10 Cante Additional
cleaned, cables inspected and replaced paring for cold weather driving will the death of her daughter, Mrs. Sa
1925
Ford
Sedan
I
under
the
auspices
of
Harbor
Light
be completed and the car owner can die Lennox, and the baby she left
if necessary, and timing reset.
UNION
| Chapter. (). E. B.. with the following
Other important items on the sched feel confident that he has saved him was adopted by Mr. and Mrs. Libbey.
$2.50 per 500 Sheets
For M Platea
1925 Chevrolet Roadster
members in charge: Fancy table, Mrs.
ule include cleaning of gas tank, self a great deal of difficulty later on Later the care of three other grand
Postage
10 Conta Additional
Nina Carroll, Mrs. Marion Richards;
Fred Burkett is building a barn on vacuum tank, carburd(or and gas
With GI Graphotypa and Cabinet
George M. Simmons will be glad children was taken over and the
For each additional 1000 sheets
his oid place.
Andrew Bean and
cooked
food.
Mrs.
Jessie
Tibbetts;
1923
Overland
Touring
All
Complete
to
supply
further
information
on
lines and adjustment of the car
ordered at same time, add to the
Foss Merry are do’rg the wirk for buretor to proper winter setting. The proper winter care to any interested burden cheerfully assumed and tire
candy, Mrs. Erler.e Davis, Mrs. Amy
lessly borne through all these years.
price of first 1000, $3.50 and 10
Miller;
canned
goods.
Mrs.
Effie
him.
1921
Ford
Sedan
As
new,
in
original
pack

cooling system should he thoroughly motorist.
Mrs. Libbey was known and loved
cents postage for each 1000.
Rodney Messer is working for
’ Veazie, Mrs. Lillian Keller; aprons,
flushed, worn hose replaced and anti
by a host of friends for her genial,
Myrtle Coggan painting iter new
ings. At a bargain. If in
Mrs. Cora Morrill, Mrs. Louise Hol
THE
kindly disposition and her uncom
freeze solution poured in. As a fin
house which she recently bought of
mysteries, Mrs. Nellie Grotton,
E. O. PHILBROOK&SON brook;
plaining manner of life under great
ishing touch, wheels should be
terested write to
COURIERM iss Helen Small. The proceeds
Eugene Gordon.
Cleanse thoroughly—then, physical handicap.
■r
Mrs. Lionel Newbert is gaining aligned to prevent tire wear, and body
without rubbing, apply—
632 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND i from the fair and play netted about
GAZETTE
She is survived by a husband and
bolts
and
spring
clips
should
be
fast and Is now able to walk around
$135.
son, the latter her devoted attendant
-t Wtllyt-Knight and Whippet
tightened to safeguard against body
the house.
Rockland, Maine
during her last sickness, the little
Sales and Service
Carlin Newbert arrived home Sat squeaks and spring breakage. With
' A wise man is one who never ar
VapoRub adopted daughter, and three grand
134-136
urday from Ills hunting trip up in the adjusting of the clutch, brake
gues
with
a
woman.
Peer 21 MUHmt Jan IM Ytarfr children.
pedals and brakes the work of pre
Glenwood.

W. H. Glover & Co.

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES

Used
Cars

FOR SALE

ADDRESSOGRAPH

c

UTS-SORES
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Every-Other-Day

BM SOCIETY

PARK
VAUDEVILLE
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 11

WALTER ANDBETTY BURKE
COMEDY MUSICAL/ MOMENTS

IN A CLASSICAL REVUE

WILLIAMS & HAYES
TWO BLACKBIRDS

FRANCIS REDDING
THE DANCING VIOLINIST
THE OTHER ACT TO BE ANNOUNCED LATER

FEATURE PICTURES
MATINEE, 25c, 35c

The Mission Circle of the 1'niver- ] Mrs. Jennie Bird returned Saturscllst Church will hold an all day ■ dayfrom a two weeks' visit in Bu$sesslon with
Mrs. E. F. Glover, 1 j ion,the guest of her daughter. Mrs.
Claremont street, tomorrow. Lunch- Dorothy Bird George, who is a stueon will be
set veil at 12.30 after dent at the New England Conservawhich there will be sewing until 3 tory of Music.
o’clock, when the regular program ;
-----<r
will be given. This will be entitled
Miss Anna Dart of Providence who
"A Surprise Package.” Mrs. C. A. has many friends in this city, reKnlckeeboeker and Mrs. Glover will cently underwent 'an operation for
give reports of the Hartford Conven- ! appendicitis and is now at the
tion and Mrs. W. E. Morgan is to Homeopathic Hospital in Providence,
sing.
I recovering in a satisfactory ipanner.

Bought Her Freedom for
\ Tert Cents!
Keeping the System So Clean
There Are No Body Odors

CASCARETS

A lot of people who never fiave,to take
a laxative eat a candy cascaret now
and then. Do you know why?
They have found that cascara sWeet_ens the whole system—brings an im
maculacy of person that means every
thing. If prevents bodily chemistry
from ever making one unconsciously
offensive to others. And what a perfect
regulator of the bowels !
Walts affect the lining of the bowels.
Mineral oils leave a coating that thO
blood must carry off through the pores.
How much better to cascarize the sys
tem, and cause the bowels to expel
everything by normal muscular con
traction! To say nothing of the cleaner,
sweeter condition thatiastsfor days—
a wholesome condition that makes the
u.- ? of deodorants quite unnecessary
ill January or July ! Men and women
whose years have brought on sluggish
ness often find that a cascaret only
once a week Is all tlie tonic they needed.
Cascara is splendid for children, too,
and t’.ie^ love the taste of this candy
laxative which every drugstore has for
10c and 23c.
J-

—

ALLEN’S
PARLOR FURNACE

This is the Heating
Sensation of 1927A Handsome, Beautifully Proportioned Piece oi - t
Furniture Which Will

Heat From Three To Five Rooms With Ease
Marvelously Economical To Operate
, Pleasingly Low First Cost
Unbelievably Efficient In Heat Distribution

'

Ask To See These Remarkable Heaters

CASH OR EASY TERMS
3'
stsj

Stonington Furniture Co,
LOUIS MARCUS, Proprietor

ROCKLAND

____

Mr. and Mrs. Alan L. Bird are in
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Smith leave Boston for a few days.
today for a visit 'In Massachusetts
and Connecticut.
Frederick Bird was home from
RowdBln College over the weekend
Miss Annie York and Mrs. Carrie
accompanied by two of his class
Waltz motored to Skowhegan Sun
mates, Robert Clay and Oscar Londday and called on Mrs. Josephine berg.
Smith, formerly of Rockland, who
wishes to be remembered to all her
Mrs. Frank Burgess, Mrs. Ann Mur
friends.
ray of Swan's Island and Mr. and
Mrs. Newman are visiting Mrs. Isaac
Mrs. Otis Witham of Nobleboro
Stinson, Masonic street.
was a visitor In the city Saturday.
Edwin Liibby Relief Corps will be
Inspected at their regular meeting
next Thursday evening by State
President Mrs. Maude l’otter. The
following ladies will have charge of
the supper: Mrs. Riah Knight. Mrs.
Adeima Mullen, Mrs. Hattie Higgins
and Mrs. Elizabeth Libby.

The Woman’s Association of tfffe
Congregational Church will meet at
the church parlors Wednesday after
noon at 2.36 for sewing.

Mrs. William C. Bird and son
Christopher leave Wednesday for
Montclair, N. J., where they will be
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wilson B.
Mrs. Charlo'te Whittier Is the Keene over the Thanksgiving season.
guest of Mrs. Charles Morton for two Mr. Bird will join them for the holi
day.
weeks at Villa Nova, 1‘ebn. before
starting for the winter in St. Peters
Miss Ruth Clark arrives Thursday
burg.
to be the guest of her parents. Mt.
Raymond Ludwig and Ernest Crie and Mrs. George Clark. Broadway,
are in the-''big woods” on an extended over the weekend. Miss Clark Is a
student at Gorhaih Normal School.
hunting trip.

The Woman's Association of the
Congregational Church will serve
supper in tlie vestry tomorrow even
ing at 6.30. The committees of N'ov.
9 and 30 have exchanged dates and
that in charge of tomorrow's supper
is composed of Mrs. E. S. Levensaler,
chairman. Mrs. C. O. Perry, Mrs. F.
C. Norton, Mrs. H. V. Tweedle. Mrs.
H. B Bird, Mrs. Charles B. Nichols,
Mrs. R. J. Wlasgatt, Mrs. Lizzie Clark,
Mrs. Leo Howard, Mrs. R. E. Thurs
ton. Mrs. Cyrus Pinkham and Mrs. A.
J. B rd. An entertainment in charge
of Mik. Ruth Whittemore will be
given directly after the supper.

Stanley Perhbtn of West Paris was
the weekend guest of Stanley Snow.
Mr. Perham, who is the State treas
urer of the Y. P. C. U„ accompanied
Mr. Snow from the recent "Pep” ban
quet held In Dexter.
Miss Gladys Young who is attend
ing Kent's HUI Seminary was the
weekend guest of her aunt, Mrs. Wil
liam O. Cummings, Broadway,

Mr. and Mrs. E. Carl Moran, Jr.
who have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
J. W. Hamlin In Bangor attended the
Bowdoin-Maine game Saturday and
were accompanied home by Mr. and
The Woman's Missionary Society Mrs. Hamlin who were thefr guests
of the Baptist church will meet over (Sunday.
Wednesday afternoon In the chapel
Arthur J. Cushing of Portland was
at 2.30. Mrs. Carl Cassens will lead
in the absence of the president, Mrs. the guest Sunday of his sister. Mis.
John H. Flanagan, Willow street.
Evelyn Hix.
Kalloch Class Will meet in the
Baptist chapel after the Missionary
meeting Wednesday afternoon to
sew. Those who can do so. will take
their lunch, and remain to the Sun
day School Teacher?" Institute, which
is held in the evening.

Mr. and Mrs. Guy Douglas and Mrs.
Tabor Douglas of Warren street spent
Sunday in Camden, guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Benjamin Burkett.
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Grindle motored
to Portland Saturday on business.

Mrs. John Flye who has been the
Mrs. Ella Robinson has returned
from Wiley’s Corner where she has guest of Mrs. John Beaton for sev
bien spending the past few weeks. eral days returned to her home In
Portland yesterday.
Miss Frances Welch of Belfast is
Mrs. Gilbert Bujter and son Ed
in the city and will spend the win
ter with her sister, Mrs. Mary E. ward arrived from Bangor Sunday,
and are moving Into the Orff house,
Messer, North Main street.
Warren street, recently vacated by
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Newbert re
turned last week from Waban, South
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike are
Weymouth, iMass., where they have
hetn guests of their sons and Brook spending the week in Boston.
line where they visited Mrs. NewMr. and Mrs. H. M. Noyes and
bert’S sister, Mrs. Harrington.
Mrs. Cora Spaulding of'North Haven
guests
for severalweeks
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Karl and two are
children, Barbara and Richard, at of Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Cooper, Limetended the Bowdoin-Maine game In rock street.
Grono Saturday, going from there to
Henry B. Fowler, superintendent of
Bangor where they are spending
the week as guefds of Mr. and Mrs. tne accident department of the Co
lumbian National Life Insurance Co,
Clifford Libby.
was a guest last night at the home
Mrs. Eda Oxton of Dll Main street of Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr..
Chestnut street.
is confined to her bed by illness.

TlieHew

313-319 MAIN STREET

_ Y
.
r,„lrn«,i
1 • ' eaile has returneiL

Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Newbert have
Mrs. Lillian Blaisdcll will entertain
th? Tuesday evening Sewing Club at returned from a visit ln Boston.
her home, 3 Walker place, this eve
J. C. Perry and son John, accom
ning.
panied by Leslie Gray ot Castine, at
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L .Wilson, tended the Bowdoin-Maine game
formerly of tills city, who have a Saturday, and Sunday took Mr. Gray
summer place in Camden, have gone to his home in Castine.
to West Palm Beach for the winter.
Mrs. Katherine Studley left Satur
day for Boston where she will visit
Mrs. Sadie Hodgkins of Bunker
her daughter, Vera, who is a student
Hill, JefTerson was a visitor in the at
Semlnary.
clty Saturday.

VERN & LOFTUS REVUE

•‘ITS GLORIOUS to have no more
dread of faulty elimination. And to
know there can be no offense to per
spiration, and no need to check it. I
would never be without the candy
laxative—

Mrs- * ~e“

from a visit in Portland.

Miss Lucy Conaway of Vinal
TELEPHONE .................
haven who was employed ln the home
of Mrs. Bussell Bartlett at The High
The supper (a good one, under di lands during the summer has gone to
rection of Mrs. Elmer B. Crockett) Mt. Vernon. N. Y„ where she will
will be served at 6 O'clock this Tues have employment.
day evening at the Country Club, In
time to have ample enjoyment be
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Curtis and Mr.
fore the business of the yearly meet and Mrs. Walker and Miss Wlalker
ing takes place, to be followed by of Swanville spent Sunday with Mr.
'auction. This annual eveht always and Mrs. E. W. -Berry, Broad street.
I gives enjoyment to the members and
I therefore the usual large attendance
Miss Carrie Sherman spent the
Is expected this time.
weekend in Lincolnville.

.... ANNOUNCES ....
FIVE ACTS OF

EVENING 35c, 53c.

A missionary meeting will be held
in the parlors of the First Baptist
,Church Wednesday afternoon at 2.S0
I with Mrs.
s. Carl Cassens In charge.

IS additional to personal ootes recording departureS and arrivals, this department espedally desires information of social happenInis, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by
mall or telephone will be gladly received.

EVENING 7.30

MAllNbE 2.00

PRICES.
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SPANNING THE SEA * !
1

Review of Past Season’s
Oceanic Flights Shows In
teresting Facts.

The curtain has descended upon1
the trans-oceanic flying season of
1927. and aviation hns turned to tab-1
ulation of the gains and losses ot aj
historic summer.
Ten ocean flights have succeeded;
niae have failed. Twenty-one per
sons have ridden thp wings of the air1
to safety across the two great oceans; I
20 have lost their lives In flight and '
five more ln preparation for flight.
The Atlantic has been spanned ttva'
times from America to Europe, and |
onee from Africa to South America.
‘The Pacific has been crossed to Ha
waii four times.
Five planes attempting Atlantic
flights have gone d£wn. three planes
have perished on Paclfle flights, and
Paul Redfern. Georgia-to-Brazil ftfer, vanished above the Caribbean.
ln addition to human lives there
has been a loss ln airplanes, in flights
of American origin, which aviation
experts set at about half a million
dollars.*
The cost of using naval vessels and
private ships ln searching for lost
flyers is reckoned at another ha'f
million dollars.
The total does
not include losses to backers of Illfated flights, or to the sponsors of
trans-ocean ventures which never
progressed to a take-off.
In searching for the missing Dole
prize fliers, the navy estimates it
consumed $125,000 in fuel; that the
KENNISTON-THURSTON
8000 men employed consumed $40,000
Fred S. Kenniston and Miss Belle
in rations; and that naval equipment '
E. Thurston, both of Union were
valued at $60,000 000 was used. As married In this city Saturday even
many as 52 navai vessels were em- | ing at the home of the bride's brother
ployed in the search at one time, as ex-Sheriff Raymond E. Thurston,
well as naval planes.
Limeroek street. The ceremony was
Summing up the American activi performed by Rev. Mr. 'Webber of
ties of the season, government air Union, and while the only guests
experts declare that the flights have|WPre n,e members of the two famil
given birth to a new era ln aviation, ies the nature of the gathering was
and have laid a carefully constructed very evident to those on the outside
foundation for the development of by reason of the gaily decorated au
air traffic as safe as rail, motor or tomobile which stood in front of the
steamship transportation.
door. Placards, streamers, old shoes
They deem that long flights, even etc., were much in evidence, and the
when attended by directors, dem n- newly-weds proved "good sports" by
strate amply that the airplane will motoring to Union without removing
play a bigger role in wars of the I the adornments of the equipage.
future.
i First, however, the party sat down
to the very elaborate wedding supper
provided by Mr. and Mrs. R. E.
DOMESTIC PRODUCTS
Thurston. The bride wore a very
Request to Preeidont Coolidge Re becoming gown of charmeuse.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenniston will re
calls Edwin M. Stanton’s Order in
side on the Thurston farm In Union.
War Time.
I
THE MARKET PLACE OF THE
The September issue of The Pro
GOTHS
tectionist had the following to say
, , .
. , . .
,
. i .
The Free City of Danzig at tiie port
™
’ h.‘Ch ,haS2°CaI ??? I of the Polish Corridor was ofiginally
est In view of the Invasion of for
spelt Gdanzik from Iiodanzik, which
eign cement.
means the Market Place of the Goths.

Home work. Only experienced mak
ers who will furnish good work
promptly need apply. OLD SPARHAWK MILLS, So. Portland. Me.
132-119

wvri
Mama .
1 ■ ■ earn
L

$13.50
Rack II
$24.50
Rack III $36.50

EVERY COAT REDUCED

Maine

Rockland

expect to learn of the fine ohl city.
There were not many tourists tfiere !
when 1 arrived the other day, but it I
deserves them more than most oh I •
ports of Europe. Its fine old gabled |
buildings with decorated facades are i
the finest I know of in Europe. Its I
icommercial streets were built for !
princess of commerce. Ancient fish- j
face gargoyles are so plentiful tha; ;
they even decorate tlie balconies of
its homes, and while the fortress-like
Church of St. Marys—one of the I
largest in Europe—snatches the mind I
back to the past, in its shadow I saw I
a little barber shop which advertised ,
in its window bobbed hair cutting for I
the most modern of maidens’

Mother’s
Remedy
Years ago when onr mothers were little
girls, their mothers were using this
good ohl medicine for constipation and
stomach troubles. It is today’s remedy.
“L. F." Atwood’s Medicine (or Bitters).
GO doses only 50c. Trial 15c. All dealers.
Made and Guaranteed by

L F. MEDICINE

CO.. Portland, Maine

OVERSHOES
AT 50 PER CENT SAVINGS

•• • <

. What a world of old tales and adPresident
Coolidge
has
been , ventures that calls up in the mind,
asked by Representative Connolly of ] always thought it was “overloaded
Pennsylvania to Issue an executive > wjth romance as one of the famous
order giving preference to domestic , por,s 0( t|,e Hanseatic League, hut
products in the letting of govern- [ ,ts hlstory Is m„re ancient than the
mental contracts.
merchant adventures of the Middle
There was an order that angered Ages. Somehow this is what 1 should
divers Old World houses, but quick
ened the wheel ot Industry at home.
When 1862 dawnecl on us the govern
ment was purchasing arms, clothling, and supplies abroad, with the
R. V. F. A.
consequence that our factories were
SPEAR HALL
at a disadvantage, and that gold was
WEDNESDAY EVG., NOV. 9
going across the sea.
Edwin M.
CLARK’S 6-PIECE ORCHESTRA
Stanton, then 'Secretary of War, on
POPULAR PRICES
’It
January 29, 1862, sent out the follow
ing order;
1. That no further contracts be
made by Department or any bureau
thereof for any article of foreign
manufacture that can be produced ln
the United States.
2. All outstanding orders, agen
NOW PLAYING
cies. authorities, or licenses for the
"NO PLACE TO GO"
purchase of arms, clothing, or any- '
MARY ASTOR
thing else ln foreign countries, or of :
foreign manufacture for the Depart
WED.-THURS.
ment are revoked and annulled.
Naturally this gave offense to for
eigners who wanted to capture our j WILLIAM FOXPrejenfu
borne unarket, but Edwin M. Stanton'
was not frightened by opposition or !
worried by abuse. He meant to build j
lines of workshops behind our lines
of troops, and he succeeded.
The civil war cost a great deal of ’
money, and enormous quantities of I
property were destroyed, but the |
savings of the people given in 1860 as .
$149,277,504, rose in 1865 to $242,- .
619.282 an advance of 65%.
No. timid man would have issued ,
the Stanton order. It brought on !
him the wrath of all who represented ,
foreign establishments. It alarmed ,
many of our own citizens. It un
doubtedly cost uA some friends in
England. He nevertheless believed
that lt was fully worth its cost.
With
Tariff legislation beneflclal to our
industries -may have been partially
CHARLES PADDOCK
due to 'Stanton's determined stand.
A Happy Comedy Drama of
Curtiss says, ‘"Without protection in
Glorious Youth
the North, the struggle would cer
And
tainly have been longer—the result
might have been different."
“THE
Stanton Is known to all students of
our history as a greut war minister. I
CHINESE
PARROT”
He Was ah excellent lawyer. He '
With
knew a great deal about engineer- ,
tng. Should lt not also be said that
Hobart Bosworth
he was a protectionist with a rigid
backbone?
FRI.-SAT.—“SPRING FEVER”
Gifts that ate rare
with WILLIAM HAINES
At Universalist Fair.- -adr.

For Man and Women J

*. I*. Oraaory Iona

ALL SIZES

CUTLER-COOK CO.

KEEP KLEEN KrtFFS
MT sod war. Oast ead
asecaeeet. Per wU a

New Coats

Rack I

Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Hamlin of
Mrs. Thema Stanley Is in Boston
called there by the illness of her New Haven are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
aunt, Mrs. Fassett, a former Rock Joseph Hamlin.
land resident.
Rev. M. G. Perry of North Haven
Dr. and Mrs. Wlilllam Buck of Bos was in the city yesterday on his way
ton, and Dr. and Mrs. W. B. Tricky to Florida.
and daughter Ruth of Pittsfield, were
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Stinson who
recent guests of their cousin, Mrs.
have been guests of friends at Swans
Carl Morse, Broad street.
Island return home today.
Of interest to Rockland friends
Mrs. Mary Dinsmore who has been
comes the announcement of the mar
riage of Miss Doris Brasier and Ray quite seriously ill the past two weeks
Spear at their new home on Hyler at her home, Kelly Lane, is con
street in Thomaston 'Sunday. They valescing and able to sit up. Her
are at present on a honeymoon trip mother, Mrs. Hiram Ingerson of Rox
the destination of which has not bury, Mass., is with her at present.
been divulged.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey H. McIntire
In spite of the severe storm 14 and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ledein of
members of the Methebesec Club met Bluehill were guests of Miss Ellen)
at the home of Mrs. Matie Little. Cochran, Union street, Sunday.
Broadway. Friday afternoon, and
Merton R. Sumner entertained a
were well repaid by the interesting
i program. Mrs. Nan Higgs gave a few friends at his home on Park
paper on ‘‘American Old Glass." street recently.
Current events, In the hands of Mrs.
Ruth Ellingwood. were treated from
Brunswick Record:
“Miss Inez
various angles and open for discus Catlin entertained Saturday evening
sion by the members. The subject of at the summer home of her pareqts at
the roll call was "My Favorite Maga fCundy's Harbor, iin honor ot her
zine and 'Why," practically all pres room-mate at Gorham Normal School.
ent responding in an interesting man Miss Wilma Carroll.
Halloween
ner. Tha American Magazine proved stunts and games made the evening
the most popular choice, with the a very enjoyable occasion. Those
Literary Digest e close second. The present were Miss Marion Watson,
next meeting will be Nov. 18 with Miss Gladys Catlin, Miss Margaret
Mrs. Clara Thurston at The High Small of Auburn, Frank Walch, Sid
lands, when Miss Anna Coughlin will ney Watson, Mrs. Nancy Deshon.)
give a paper on Contemporary Ameri Mr. and Mrs. John Walch. Mr. and
can Literature.
Mrs. Leroy Catlin, the guest of honor.
Miss Wilma Carroll of Rockland and
Make sure of a £halr
the hostess, Miss Inez Catlin.”
At Universalist Fair.—adv.

Braided Rug Makers

Second Week of Our November Coat Sale

DANCE

EMPIRE

high

SCHOOl
HERO

WOMEN’S FOUR BUCKLE

Light
Linings

4107
ip 1 o z /

AU S*zes
All Heels

WOMEN’S SLIDE GAITERS
Light
ATT All Sizes
Linings
All Heels
MEN’S FOUR BUCKLE

Light
Linings

$2.97

All
Sizes

CHILDREN’S FOUR BUCKLE

Light

<t»1 HH

$1.77

AU
Sizes

Hub Shoe Store
Rockland, Me.

PARK
NOW PLAYING

NORMA TALMADGE in “CAMILLE”

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

•< STRAND k
Today

Ramon Novarro
—the great star of “BEN H JR"

Wednesday-Thursday

NOVARROIS FINEST ROMANTIC ROLE

Olive Borden

Dolores Costello

IN

IN

“The
Heart of Maryland”

“The Monkey Talks”
«
A smashing mystery-drama that
took Paris by storm and which has
been made into a screen master

A prisaner had escaped 1 The
alarm was te be sounded from the
bell in tha eld church tower. But,
as tha ball-ringer tugged franticslip at the ropee, there waa no
sound, for Maryland Calvert—ace
the picture te learn what hap
pened.

piece by Raoul Walsh, maker of

“What

Price

Glory."

See

the

beauties of the Foliee Bergeros—
the French troupers of the Big Top
—and all the glamor and mysteries
behind the tecnet of a gifeat cir

cus.

‘THE ROAD TO
ROMANCE”
Adapted from the novel, “Romance" by Joseph Conrad and
Ford Maddox Hueffer.

—WITH

MARCELINE DAY
FRIDAY—FIVE ACTS OF VAUDEVILLE

Ev sry-0. her-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November 8, 1927.
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BANCROFT PAID

WASHBURN’S
WASHINGTON
«
WEEKLY
«*
*•«•••••

By R. M. Washburn

Events in the Lives of Little Men

Voice From the Sidelines De
cides a Case In Municipal
Court.
Forrest

Bancroft,

a

native

of

Massachusetts, who Is employed as

00 On rum
rtOMEWrVO&JST
Up THE C-AME?

a traveling salesman, was fined $25

and

costs

in

Municipal Court

*

last

Friday for hunting wild birds and
wild animals without having pro
cured a non-resident hunting license.
The costs in the case amounted to
$15.94. so that Mr. Bancroft’s back
to nature experience proved a rather
costly one.
The complainant was
Fied H. Smallwood, game warden.
Mr. Bancroft by way of defense
claimed that he was a resident of
Maine, that he had come to this State
when quite young, had since made
his home with his aunt and that he
was a registered voter in St. George,
paying a poll tax there and spending
nine months of the year in Maine.
It developed on cross examination
that his car is registered In Massa
chusetts and that he took out his
driver's license there.
To explain
this Mr. Bancroft said that it was
done as a means of establishing a
post office address.
Judge Miller ruled that the re
spondent Is a non-resident, and an
nounced the penalty as above state 1
Mr. Bancroft appealed and the
bail was fixed at $100. Judge Miller
meantime advised him to sdttle, be
cause of other complications that
might ensue.
The
respondent
was
obdurate
however, until there came an unex
pected Interruption from the side
lines:
“Pay it!” exclaimed a young wo
man who had been following the case
with interest. Her tones were very
emphatic.
Tlie respondent paid.

'

1

i
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I was thinking with disappoint
1 ~
ment how few party principles and
1
1
leaders I had heard endorsed with
or without enthusiasm from the pul
pit. It Is true that the Episcopal rit
ual includes a prayer for thc Presi
dent. Tills is read whether he is
order impeachment proceedings or
on the foam of the ware. Unlike
Mr. Tinkham, whom some distant
parts of civilization do not know is
—Benjamin Franklin.
a Massachusetts Congressman. I lano nt that there is not more of the
Church in politics rather than less,
✓
whether Protestant, Roman Catholic
or other creed.
• • • •
d
When in this mood I noted an ad
dress in King's Chapel, Boston, by
the Rev. Dr. Minot Osgood Simons
lie is an Unitarian clergyman at All
Souls Church, New York City. He
was preaching in King's Chapel.
Boston, on a week-day. He is Har
vard '91 and was Preacher to the
University in 1912-1923. What he
will prevent leaks and supply, an anchor for emergen
said distinctly caught my attention.
It was that Herbert Hoover, who is
cies when the unexpected happens. A word to the
said to have reconciled his spirit to
LITTLE
the Presidency, "exhibits the char
acteristics of a saint in action” This
SISTERwise ought to be sufficient.
is strong praise in substance, though
in form a saint who is not in action
(CoprrliM. W. N. U.)
is no saint. It is true that this was
toned down to "a helper of his fellowmen," and then recognition was
divided with Jane Addants. Never mitigation it ought to be asserted
THE SONG OF THE SHIRT
theless Mr. Hoover has done what no that it is a good book, of pictures of
aspirant for the Presidency lias yet prominent people who have known
Open An Account At An Early Date
ROCKLAND LOSES
■■■»«»«»»»»»■»■»►
done.
him. It was with delight that 1 read
. _
.
,
, _. .. .
. r
.
• « • •
his praise of the late Mr McCaii. This One Carnes a Discord Because of Division ot Opinion
Winslow High
School defeated
Some time since I heard another who lived in his last years in un
Rockland High School football team
Unitarian.
His theme was great deserved shadows. The book is re
As To New State Prison Industry.
in Waterville Saturday 12 to 0. Wins
Unitarians. He mentioned of course plete with new matter on the great. 1
low scored in the opening period after
Freeman, then Mr. Justice Taft, then told in a new way.
successive line rushes on an 80-yard
Mr. Chief Justice Rugg of the Mas
That it is manifestly unfair for ons or to learn the blacksmith trade; march, Glidden going over for the
sachusetts Supreme Bench. I wait
Mr. Powers knew Mr. Cleveland the State to enter competition with therefore it was the practice to put touchdown.
ed for the name of Lodge. It did not well. He tells of his too much un
shirt manufacturing concerns of them into the broom shop.
&
A long forward pass, caught by
come. I asked the clergyman, after known tender side, though space for
Maine by allowing prisoners at the
The proposition of making auto Hapworth, and line plunges, netted
the service: "Did you forget some bids mention of all that is good in his
Maine State prison at Thomaston to number plates had heen considered the winners their second marker in
thing?" He said: "No." I continued book. It seems that the late SenaSECURITY
CO.
engage in the making of shirts for he said. The principal objections the third period. Glidden also regis
"Did you forget Mr. .Lodge?” Again or Hoar wrote Mr. Cleveland on th''
the market, was the argument pre were that it would cost $35,000 for tering. The summary:
he said: “No, 1 remembered him." death of a child. Whenever he rea>'
sented before the Maine State Prison equipment and that it would not take
Winslow—Joseph, le: Grindall, It;
I said: "What do you think of him?" the letter he lost his control, the
Commission by Judge Benjamin F. more than 20 men to make all the
Resources over $4,700,000.00
He replied:
“Come outside the most beautiful letter he said he had
Johnson, ig; Taylor, c: Moore, rg;
Cleaves of Portland, executive sec plates needed by the State for a year.
church and I will tell you." I learned ever seen. Mr. Hoar, like Mr. Pow
MacDonald, rt: Hapworth. re; Dolley
retary of the Associated Industries of
Jt seemed to us tn looking over the
that he carried a daguerreotype of ers, was also somewhat of a wit. He
CAMDEN
State that this manufacture of work qb: Belanger, lhb: Glidden, rhb;
ROCKLAND
Maine.
Mr. Wilson in his waistcoat pocket. presented a horned head to the Wor
Representatives of several of the shirts interfered less with any Maine Hurd, fb.
VINALHAVEN
A man cannot serve two masters, cester Club, with the story, that the
Rockland
—
Mannonl,
re:
Frye,
rt;
shirt manufacturing concerns of industry than any we could get. Mr.
else he will hold to the one. and despise animal was in the habit of breaking
Maine were in atttcndance to regis Hastings pointed out that the pris Parsons, rg: Fowler, c; Sylvester, lg;
the other.
This priest knew his Its jumps from heights by landing on
ter tlt^ir protest against the con oners who have been engaged during Emery, it; T. Oattl, le; Trafton, qb;
Bible and he lived up to it. This its horns.
A local clergyman tn tract entered Into with the State of the summer in road work will soon Acardi. rhb; Flanagan, lhb; Marsh
Weekly will give a prize of $1,000 to Worcester, who heard the story, said
Maine by the East Coast Manufac be returning to the prison and labor fb.
anyone who can prove that he ad that he did not believe it. When this
Score by periods:
turing Company, a subsidiary of the must be provided for them.
mired both Mr. Lodge and Mr. Wil came to the attention of Mr. Hoar.
............. 6 0 6 0—12
Under the contract for the making Winslow
Reliance Manufacturing Company of
son, the award to he paid in the form h"> commented: ’“It is less incredu
Touchdowns, made by 'Glidden, 2.
Chicago. And under which the com of shirts the State will receive from
of a personal cheque, upon the pre lous than many of the stories he
pany will pay from 62 to 85 cents per $30,000 to $40,000 a year for the work Referee. Woodward. Bowdoin. Um
sentation of evidence satisfactory., tells from his pulpit.”
Linesman,
dozen for prison labor on work of the prisoners. The equipment was pire. Peacock. Colby.
that is, to the Weekly.
• • • •
Time, four 12m.
shirts manufactured at the State's furnished by the licensee company. Toomey, Colby.
• • • •
It the wonders of the radio stood prison.
The work has already heen started periods.
The Honorable Samuel Leland simply in the Scriptures, they would
Judge Cleaves emphasized Maine’s by the prisoners.
Powers is one of those (oo few for he looked upon with the same sus
move for publicity and pointed out
Phinneas H. Gay of Newcastle,
tunate spirits who has now come into picion. There are few stronger ar
that Industry, one of the important member of the prison commission
the full vigor of physical and intel guments for a religious faith than
factors in this program, has tried said that there are so few work
lectual life, with the respect and af- the radio.
Nevertheless man is to teach the value of being loyal shirts manufactured in Maine that
fettion of all who knew him. This quite apt to gulp his blessings. The to the industries located in Maine,
any injury due to competition will
alone makes life worth while. He day will come when a conversation and especially our smaller industries.
be very small.
has it.
His spiritual condition, on a bench in a London Park will
“It is our feeling that instead of
At a meeting of the representatives
whatever it Is. is outside the Juris be picked up in New England. The going into other States and endeav
of shirt manufacturing companies of
diction of a Washington Weekly. He man who can devise a machine oring to coax industries to come to
Maine held at the conclusion of the
is a graduate of Dartmouth, a bar- which will report to him, after a call Maine with perhaps ths financial
hearing before fhe State Prison
ri-ter, a former congressman from the family comment on his effect will concessions that might have to he
Commission resolutions were adopt
Massachusetts, a wit and savant. He make a fortune
Nevertheless he made, It would be better to support
has already appeared in these plays will probably disqualify himself from loyally the Industries that are al ed.
First, that the present law requir
but hitherto in minor parts only. political preferment. Then the safe ready here, assisting them so that
ing prison-made goods to he stamped
He now conies into the glare of the will be those only who stick to lhe they may become larger.' he said.
such, be enforced Second, that thc
foot-lights, though led. for he is a finger language of Lhe deaf and
“This prison labor proposition law be enforced whereby only 20 per
nun of modesty, that too scarce dumb.
Dr. Butler says that the strikes a mighty hard blow to a cent of the prison population can be
charm which seldom walks with es young are unhappily too ignorant of number of manufacturers in our
employed on any particular Job.
tablished power. God blessed him th« Scriptures. Here Dr. Butler is State who are making the same
In regard to the second clause of
with that great asset, never to be righter than sometimes. At the But kind of commodity that your licen
the resolution, it is pointed out that
underestimated, the capacity to see ler-Borah debate the presiding offi see is going to make at the State
the contract for the making of work
and to spread cheer, which lights up cer said of Chairman Butler: “The prison."
shirts at the prison calls for not
the rough road of life. Strangely, Roosevelt Club rejoices in the piece
• • • •
more than 150 prisoners and not less
while this gift does much to help of silver that has been found." This
Judge Cleaves pointed out that than 100, working in shifts. The
others to live, it too often destroys made a leading woman politician
present prison population is 200. and
the performer.
Nevertheless great curious. The presiding officer en whereas Maine is to receive an aver
20 percent of that number would be
as it has been in Powers, his size has lightened her, that it was a quotation age of 70 cents a dozen for labor on
ever kept It In subjugation, so that from the Bible, and that a copy could shirts made at the prison, the shirt 40. Accordingly 1f this were en
forced. not more than 40 prisoners
he has been recognized as a citizen probably be located at the Public manufacturers of the State declare
that for maintenance of proper could be employed in the shirt man
of substantial qualities. It is note Library.
standard of living among the em ufacture project.
worthy that he is the only father in
• • • •
The entire matter will be further
ployees, their labor costs are not
New England who rides in a better
France no longer stands preem less than $1.50 per dozen. He also discussed at the next meettng of
motor than his son. His is the only inent with its objets d’art.
The
tlie Governor and Council, tomorrow,
family in New England with that Louvre is no longer content with its showed that at the prison.the licen
it Is understood.
rare combination, a father of size, a Mona Lisa but Gloucester, with an see is going to make at the State
son of size. It is true that in Sam’s other Mona Lisa, has now come into vestment and numerous other items
NINE VACANCIES TO FILL
mature years he wrote a book. In its own. Once known first and alone to meet that must be taken care of
“'FEARIN' to go”—that's the Wolverine. Brawny
by the shirt manufacturing concerns
is a hardy ra.ee of fishermen, through located in the State.
One Reason Why Special Legislative
;h» thought of Congressman Andrew
Session Will Not Be Held Early.
jLv. deep-chested power—power for always a little
“So it seems to me that shirts
it then placed in its Place de la Con manufactured under this agreement
IWhether Gov. Brewster will call a
corde an heroic statue of Jean D’Arc, are going into competition with special session of Legislature to take
more, power for pulling doggedly through the worst
the only young woman whom the shirts made here in Maine under action on electricity or highway funds
congressman has led into his home conditions which are not fair to the or anything else is not yet known
town. This Stimulated its aspira people working here in Maine and but it is practically certain that If
that the country offers, power for sweeping easily up
tions. It proposed to stop nowhere. to those who employ these workers.' there is an extra session, it will not
This statue now has a companion
That the industrial group ought be called for the first of the new year.
hourlong hills, power for shaking off traffic when
piece as great as it. It is a bust of nor to complain unless it suggests a
The reason is that there is not time
Andrew himself. The streets before line of employment as a substitute enough between now and then to fill
the Trust Company where it is set for the- shirt making to keep the the vacancies that exist in the mem
the whistle blows, power for sticking to a pace mile
up are congested with the natives prisoners
busy,
Judge
Cleaves bership of the two houses. Secretary
The management of the hank for averred, and as this substitute he of State Smith says that two months
in and mile out
gets those who bave overdrawn suggested the making of auto plates, is about the shortest length of time
their accounts. They who trail fish although declaring that he was aware in which special primaries and elec
lay down their hauls. The fish no of the fact that our Legislature has
Drive a Wolverine. Feel for yourself its power. Shift
tions could be held, but even at that
longer go in seine. Rather, the bal not appropriated money to equip the It would mean some rapid work.
ance of the people is in jeopardy. prison for such manufacture
In
There are three vacancies in the
it step on it, steer it stop it, park it The Wolverines
Lethargic would be the hand of that manufacturing auto plates the State
Senate, which according to the con
sculptor which could not respond to would not then be in competition
stitution must be filled. There are
this spur. It passes even those pro with any Maine producing goods of
built to perform. It's built to do its job, no matcer
also six vacancies in the House
files in plaster of Lodge, spread at thc samp line.
which probably also would he filled
one time all over Massachusetts.
He asserted that bill which was although the constitution does not
how hard that job may be. You'll find it’s the kind
Humble was he who did not own one. before Congress under which inter
Andrew now takes his place with state shipment of prison made goods make this mandatory.
Under the provisions of the pri
Caesar Augustus and the Roman would be illegal, shows the thought
of car you’ll like to own.
Senators.
He may captivate thc ar.d feeling of individuals all over mary law which call for the holding
Women's Republican Club or even the country, against the idea of of special primaries to fill vacancies,
succeed Gillett in the Senate in 1931 prison labor competing with free la i o time limits are fixed within which
REO MOTOR
Lansing,
they must he held. The law places
hut his course whatever it is from bor.
upon the governor the burden of Is
now on must be an anti-climax. He
suing the writ of election, of fixing
hes touched the peak. Modesty may
‘In Maine and New England for
now well cease to be among those several years there has heen and will the time of holding primaries and of
virtues possible to Andrew. For lie be a struggle on the part of industry filing nomination papers. No gov
appears, not only In bronze but it is to maintain its present status, and ernor has ever done this, however,
without allowing sufficient time for
also in part. Piatt in plaster
this is more true of the smaller in the proper functioning of all the
dustries than of our larger ones."
election machinery, and there is no
SCHOLARSHIP FUND FOR PUB said Judge Cleaves.
In reply to Judge Cleaves' argu- | indication at present that Gov. Brew
LIC SCHOOL PUPILS
ster feels the need of haste in filling
ment, Hen’-y H. Hastings of Bethel, i
As a memorial to pupils in city chairman of the Maine State Prison ! the vacancies for a special session.
schools of Rochester. X. ¥.. who gave Commission, outlined the position ot i
their lives in the World War. a the Commission in the matter, sav
Wolverine*, #1193and #1295; Flying Clouda from #1625 to #1995, at Laming, flat tax
scholarship fund has been estab ing that while they want to co-op
i— .1
------------------------------------------------------------------------*
—
•» '
lished. Funds will be administered erate as far as possible, they had
under supervision of the city board J entered into this contract with great
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